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STATE OF IDAHO HAS BITTEREST
AND QUEEREST CAMPAIGN
)

WlAHY REGARD

AN

ELECTION

1 1

A

GOOD THING
No First.
Government Pays Nothing

If Arizona Votes

For Second Election.
THIS WAY LARGE SLICE

IS CUT

Boise City, Idaho, Oct. 9. Politics
In Idaho Is a strange mix-u- p
of
and labor troubles. Republicanism and democracy are but
names.
The question whether United States
Senator Fred DuIkjIs will be returned
to the senate is one of those to be
determined at this falls elections.
Another matter is the fate of the new
party, which Senator
Dubois has leen chiefly Instrumental
In creating.
And a third and quite as important
question, is that Involved In the effort of organized labor to secure the
release and vindication of Messrs.
Moyer and Haywood, leading officers
of the Western Federation of Miners,
who stand charged with the terrible
murder by a bomb of former Governor Steunenberg of this state.
The state is rent with factionalism
and the people are very bitter.
Mor-monls- m

.

MSI 50,000

of Money and Lands

Big Gilt
Never Renewed If Rejected
at This Time.

,

Special to The Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 9. Every
Dodv enjoys having an election come
around; the business man because it
cases his trade in many ways; the
man fond of sport because it helps
to scatter more or less money and
all get some of it; the poor man be
.cause on that day his vote has equal
force with the trust magnate; others because it causes agitation and
by circulaalon of millions of papers
to a great extent helps to educate the
people in matters of special import
ance.
Yet one class, the trusts, are opposed to frequent elections. In New
York city the Balary of a Judge is
917,600 a year, and his term of office
fourteen years, and if the trusts can
get the kind of Judge they want it
would please tbem to have his term
continue for life.
Every voter of Greater Arizona
ought to vote "Yes" for Joint statehood, yrhat will give a chance to
vote for or against the adoption of a
constitution, which brings on a second election; and if the constitution
doesn't suit them they can vote
"No," at the second election, and then
be just where they were before the
first election, and have the advantage
of having two elections, with the ex$150,000
penditure
of
for elections and conventions. But most
of this expenditure by the government will be cut off if the, majority in
the present Arizona vote "No" at the
first election.
The people, particularly of Arizona,
this important
do not understand
matter, and the railroad and mining
trusts don't want them to. because
they say they would have to pay
more tax, which they are making the
other- - fellow pay now. Evan that, to
a large extent, Is fafs'e, arid they
know it. The five million ($5,000,000)
cash and thirty or more million dollars in lands would cut off all school
tax, which is half of all tax now paid.
instead of using arguments and explaining the "colossal" benefits of
the bill, the trusts of Arizona and the
papers controlled by the trusts, are
would
saying that the "greasers"
hava too much power in the new
state Can Intelligent or honest Americans or papers engage in such disreputable business as to try to start
a race Issue in pure prejudice instead
of considering the great benefits that
go to make It an empire state, second only to Texas In area and next to
In
York
and Pennsylvania
New
wealth, while for health it will beat
the world.
New Mexico has lost many millions
the
by certain persons frightening
people about heavy taxes. For this
reason they voted against a separate
state constitution In 1890, and now
Arizona will lose many millions more
Btatehood;
by voting against Joint
but, worst of all. If Arizona votes
"No," it pulls New Mexico into the
slough of despond with it. There
had been a constant din in the ears
of senators that Arizona would vote
it down by 95 per cent, or such liberal terms as had never before been
offered to any state would not be in
this bill, and they will never be given
again.
Albuquerque would have $200,000
instead of $100,000 for a public building if New Mexico only had two senators with votes. Delegate Andrews
had a provision for the government
to assume the debts of Santa Fe and
and
Mexico,
Grant counties. New
Pima county, Arizona, but the Arizona lobby forced It out, calling It a
bribe and saying it might induce Arizona to vote "Yes."
The locatiou of the leper colony on
the upper Pecos or Salt rivers might
con'aminate the waters of either to
the sea. Delegate Andrews only prevented such location by the solid
thirty-tw- o
votes of Pennsylvania.
prevent it In the SixCan
tieth congress, or Smith of Arizona?
Delegate Andrews should have 20,000
majority for what he has done and
can do,' and Joint statehood should
have an overwhelming majority both
in New Mexico and Arizona.
STATE FAIR
OPENS AT ATLANTA
Atlanta. Ga.. Oct. 9. The Georgia
state fair which opened here today by
far eclipsed any of Its kind ever held
In the south. The most extraordinary
features in connection with the fair
Is the variety of Its exhibits and when
Secretary Weldon stated that no
man, woman or child would visit the
grounds and not find something interest ins. he was not far off. New and
strange in all its features perhaps, the
most peculiar item In the menu is
the corn raising contest. Recently
the public schools all over the statx
offered prizes to boys and girls wl.o
could raise the most creditable crop
of cotton or corn and with a will, with
sleeves rolled up, the youngsters went
to work. Immediately following toe
offer the state fair directors offered
further Inducements and supplemented the prize list by offering a number
of eti'i'vrB oremiums.
GEORGIA

anti-Morm-

The
o , .is it has been
named, the American party Is really
the creation of Senr.tor Fred Dubois.
The latter was flrt sent to the United States senate
as a republican
about fifteen years ago. In the rise of
silver as an issue In 1896, Dubois became a convert to 16 to 1, bolted
and retired to private life.
Five years ago he was returned to
the senate by a combined vote of
democrats, silver republicans
and
populists. But now silver Is nowhere
and Dubois Is without a party.
Confronted with this situation, and
with return to private life staring him
in the face again, the astute Idaho
senator attempted a bold sroke. He
saw his state made up of
gentiles and
d
Mormons. He
figured that If he could raise the religious issue and divide the vote on
these lines he could remain on top.
Hence arose the American party.
The game was a good one and
promised well for Dubois until It ran
Into the unexpected astisslnatlon of
Gov. Steunenberg.
That event affects Dubois and his new party In
,
this way:
A governor Is to be elected this
fall as well as a state legislature. The
anti-Morm-

ey

two-thir-

one-thir-

iUO

m

1 1

11 1

m

1

1

By Gilson Gardner.
Politics In Idaho is no pink
tea affair. After I had been talk- Ing with Gov. Gooding, a native
of Boise turned to me and said,
jointing to the governor:
"
"He's a nervy proportion,
4 They will get him the same as
It's only
they did Steunenberg.
a question of time, and he knows
It as well as anybody."
' You mean that he is marked
for assassination?" Tasked in
some surprise.
"No doubt of it," the speaker
replied. "It, may be soon, and it
may be years, but they'll get
'
him."

4

POLITICS

NEW PARTY AIMED AT
AND WHICH PLANS TO
KEEP DUBOIS IN THE UNITED
STATES SENATE THE BIGGEST
FIGHT, HOWEVER, IS OVER
THE GOV. STEUNENBERG MURCASE AND
DER
LABOR
IS
FIGHTING GOVERNOR GOODING
TOOTH AND NAIL.

IN

Gave His Wife Arsenic and Both WorKIng to Turn Bade
Colorado River From
Ground Glass Causing
Imperial Valley.
Slow Death.

4

4

t

t
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SULTAN
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HIS

a
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BASE BALL'S

GREAT EVENT

CONFESS TO CRIME

H

Is Promoter of the An

Party.

of W. E. Borah, whom the republicans

have indorsed for senator to succeed

Dubois.
Mr. Borah is one of the leading attorneys employed by the county to

aid the state in prosecuting the cases
against Haywood and Moyer.
The
republicans, .therefore, stand committed strongly to the anti-labstde of
the controversy.
In reply to the efforts of Senator
Dubois to crowd the Mormon issue to
the front, the republicans say that
they passed the only regulative legislation ever put on the books against
the Mormons, jiamely, the "test oath,"
which requires every voter to swear
that he Is not a polygamist. Borah is
going over the state pledging his
party to go as far as Dubois' new
party against polygamlsts.
or

EIRE SWEEPS

KANSAS TOWN
OE ITS BEST
Business Part. Including a
Newspaper Office. Was
Yet Raging.

TICKETS DISPOSED

DOWN

OFINLESSTHANTWOHOURS

IN

MEXICO

LIVES

SHOT BY ONE OF

JEALOJSKURD

TALK

AFTERWARDS-WI-

WIVES

OF WHO WAS TO

BLAH

Coroner Thought He Had Proof of Kansas Given Sixty More Days.
Murder In Policy King's Death.
In Her Case Over M. K. & T.
But Jury Said Suicide.
Coal Land Grants.

8ENATOR FRED DUBOIS

1A

For the Lack of Possible
'
Accommodation.

20,000

AN

PHYSICIAN

t

and the Influence of the Federation of
Labor, and all the more raillcal eleProsecutor of Moyer and Haywood, ments.
Who Is Candidate for Senate.
The outcome of the fight between
Gooding
Stoekslager la quite uninfluences which will affect the head certain. and
of the ticket will be felt by all the
But here
where the strangest
other candidates. And the labor fight part of the is
story comes in. While
has developed Into a fight of the Senator Dubois
has been losing In his
American Federation
of Labor on
to make a religious spilt, he
Governor Gooding, who Is charged effcu
stands to win by the very Ulsue which
with an attempt to hang the officers Is putting him and
his new party In
of the Western Federation of Miners the background.
For the efforts in
"as an example and a menace to or- behalf of Moyer and Haywood
are all
ganized labor."
to aid the Democratic ticket. The
So both factions stand charged with legislature will
be a part of that
conspiracy to murder. The men in ticket.
charged
by
beJail are
the state with
So the success of the radicals and
ing a band of mercenary dynamiters; labor people In behalf
of their candigovernor
the
and state officers are date for governor would quite cer
charged by organized labor with con- tainly carry the rest of the ticket
spiring In behalf of the capitalistic through and send back Senator DuInterests to railroad two Innocent men bois to Washington.
to the gallows. And this Is the Issue
On the other hand., the defeat of
which Is to be tried out at the polls, Stoekslager and the
of
even before the case against the men Governor Gooding would mean the
under arrest has been tried in court. election to the United States senate
The democrats have indorsed a man
for governor who is regarded as favorable to Moyer and Haywood,
namely Judge C. O. Stoekslager of the
state supreme court. The Judge puts
it diplomatically, that he will "not use
the executive authority to interfere
with the proper prerogatives of the
courts" or words to that effect. Gov.
Gooding says that the issue Is between law and order and crime, and
that so long as he Is governor he will
use all his power to uphold law and
punish even the most powerful criminals.
stand
Back of. Governor Gooding
rich mine owners, the railroads, the
Against
etc.
business
interests.
Gooding is the labor element almost
solidly, with a large campaign fund Thousands Are Turned Away

MOUNTAIN MURDERERS

AT

CHARGE ON

ATTY. W. E. BORAH

III

DO

MURDER IS

IDAHO
NO PINK TEA

i

NUMHKH 213
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LOST BY RAGING FLOODS

Toms River, N. J., Oct. 9. Prosecutor Brown today outlined the state's
case In the trial ot Dr. Frank Brow-e- r,
who is charged with slowly killing his wife by means of arsenic and
ground glass. The Jury was selected
yesterday
more expeditiously than
was generally expected. Owing to
the prominence ot Dr. Brower considerable Interest exists in the case.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 9. Who la.
responsible for the creation of Saltan
sea in southern California, which already covers 400 miles and threaten
to spread over 2,000 square miles tt
some means of diverting the Colorado
river cannot be devised f This question la perplexing Mexican and American diplomats, but for the time bein
diplomatic representations
are suspended and both countries are beading their efforts to check the rlTtr.
which was accidentally turned front
Its course through the efforts ot th
California Development company to
irrigate lands in northern Mexico and,
southern California. Interesting com--,
plications of an international natnr
are threatened when the two governments attempt to settle their differences and make good the damage,

PATRICK OBJECTS TO
EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY
Albany, N. Y, Oct. 9. Governor
Higglns stated last night that he had
received a letteer from Albert T. Patrick, requesting the governor not. to
entertain any application for executive clemency unless the application
should be made by Patrick himself.
No formal application for clemency in
Patrick's behalf is now pending before SUPREME COURT
8LOW
the governor.
ABOUT WATER QUESTION
Washington. D. C, Oct. 9. BecauM
ROMANTIC STORY OF
SULTAN'S LATE ILLNESS of constitutional questions involved,
Paris. Oct. 9. A dispatch to the the supreme court of the United States
Petit Parlsien
from Constantinople today postponed the hearing of the
declares that the real secret of the Irrigation case of Kansas versus Colorecent illness of the sultan was that rado, relating to the disposition of
he was shot in the abdomen by a Kur- the waters of the Arkansas river, undish woman, who was jealous ot 'his til a full bench is secured by the appointment of a successor of Justice
latest favorite in the harem', a beautiful Syrian girl. The bullet was ex- Brown.
tracted by a German physician, the
sultan undergoing the operation with- SIXTY DAYS MORE ARE
c GIVEN
KANSAS ON COAL.
out chloroform and. displaying great
Washington, D. C, OcU 9. The sunerve.
preme court of the United States extended for sixty days the time granted
JURY FINDS THAT THE
POLICY KING SUICIDED heretofore for pleading the case of
Now York, Oct. 9. That Albert J. Kansas against the United States and.
"policy king," others, and authorized the defendants
Adams, th
who was found dead in his rooms, was to file a demurrer, The case involves
murdered, Is the belief ot Coroner large coal land grants to the Missouri.
Harburger as expressed at the open- Kansas & Texas railroad company,
ing ot the Inquest Into the cause of concerning which much was said last
Adams' death today. The coroner also session.
said ha was convinced that his inves- n V V . 1
. a
amaa.aaa.Ba.
tigation wlU reveal evidence to show
--.
BtKNAlllLl)
UUOlm
prominent
was
a
murderer
the
thit
"
"
witness at the inquest.
At the conclusion of the inquest the
DISTRICT COURT
Jury rendered a verdict that Adams
came to his death by suicide.
At the Bernalillo county court
house a Jury is engaged this afterBottlers In Annual Conference.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 9. The American noon trying to determine whether
Bottlers' Protective association met Anna Martinez and Jose Ignaclo Sal-az- ar
are liable in damages of $1,000
here today in annual conference when
matters of Importance to the trade ato Amelia B. de Herrera, daughter ot
Mrs. Barela, for forcibly entering
were discussed. It is calculated that
upwards of 1800 delegates were pres- her boudoir where she lay sick and
Instituting search for divers and sunent.
dry articles of wearing apparel which
they believed were in the room.
The vocation of Mrs. Marlines la
that of a laundry woman. Recently
she missed some clothes which' sh
thought she could find with a search
warrant which she secured from
WINDY CITY
Judge Crawford, and placed In th
hands of Officer Salazar for service.
Together they visited the Barela
home, which consists of two rooms.
Chicago, Oct. 9. The twenty-sixt- h
annual meeting of the National Farm- Search of the premises did not reers' association was held here today veal the raiment of which they wera
and was attended by delegates from In quest, so the; visited the two ad
all sections ot the United States. joining rooms, in one ot which the
During the days proceedings it trans- plaintiff lay sick.
The plaintiff, Amalla B. de Herrera.
pired that while the main object ot
the association was by means of res- asked damages of the defendants, alolutions to express to the various leging a shock to her delicate state of
legislative
bodies of the United health, occasioned by the intrusion of
States what legislation was desired the defendants into her private apartor condemned, practical business was ments, and the unlawful trespass is
not lost sight of; in fact the proceed- her rooms, which the court held tha
ings developed into what could be warrant did not authorize. She bases
called a mutual benefit society. When her claim for $1,000 damages upon
facts.
the fact is borne in mind and when theTheforegoing state of up
defendants sot
that their
it is stated that some of the best
known men in the United States, each action was in good faith and that
they
charged
with daman expert in his line, delivered ad- ages should not be
under the circumstances.
The
dresses, the Importance of the pro- plaintiff
any
withdrew
claim for maceedings can bo judged. The Hon.
trespass
and the case went to
James Sheakley of Pennsylvania, licious
the Jury this morning on the question
who acted as commissioner of Alasof
whether or not the plaintiff was
the
ka for twelve years, addressed
to actual damages.
conference at length. His subject entitled
Judge Abbott took the legislative
was "Agriculture In Alaska." Having
case under advisement
made a study- - of agriculture In that apportionment
argument at T
region Mr. Sheakley compared exist- after the closing
o'clock last night by Attorney W. B.
ing agricultural
conditions In the Chllders.
Nelll B. Field did
United States and showed what an not appear Attorney
in the case, as was set
open field yet remained for enterpris- out
in a published report.
ing farmers in Alaska. Mr. Gilford
Plnchot, chief of the forest service
Boston Wool Market.
department, gave practical advice on
Boston, Oct. 9. The wool market
forestry, and the Hon. Joseph Ranactive.
dall of Louisiana, who is regarded as Is steady and moderately
is for three-eightand half
the best qualified man In the United
and doStates on the subject, read a paper on blood grades, both in Isforeign
great
stock.
mestic
There
freedom
"Water Transportation as It EspecialIn operation of worsted, woolen and
ly Affects Farming." The famous milgoods
mills.
lionaire farmer of Tarklt, Mo., David dress
Rankin, after great, pressure announced his willingness to come out
of his shell and for the first time in ODD FELLOWS CAPTURE
his life addressed a public meeting.
His address on "Business Methods In
WINDMILL CITY
Farming" was very Instructive, while
another novice, L. Whitney Wutkins,
Michigan's famous young farmer, also
addressed the meeting on the same
'
Special to The Evening Citizen.
subject. Mr. Sargeant, United States
Demlng, N. M., Oct. 9. The
commissioner of Immigration, in the
largest encampment of Odd Pel- - 4
course of a lengthy address explained
lows In New Mexico was lnsti- how Immigration could ho Influenced
tuted here yesterday by District
to relieve the scarcity of farm labor,
Deputy Grand Sire Samuel Vann.
anil Governor Cummins of Iowa disThe grand lodge was organised
cussed the question, "Ikies the Farmthis morning. A lurgu attendance
er Receive His Share of Government
Is here from all over the terrl- - t
Recognition?" Alvan H. Sanders read
tory. The election of grand of- a paper dealing with foreign markets
fleers will be held this afternoon, a
for live s'ock and several other agriIViulns U thrown wide open to
aggave
on
culturalists
the Oild Fellows.
their views
ricultural questions.
?

',

McLaughlin and not John
Airs. Billingslea Tells Graphic William
McClough there and the two decided Day Was Cold. Dark and Cloudy Snow Storm and Gale Is Sweeping
on a prospecting trip to the Oscura
With' Strong North Wind
Story of How It
Lake Superior and Its
mountains. My husband was furnishing the money and McLaughlin the
Slight
and
Snow.
Surrounding Country.
Happened.
experience. McLaughlin had lived at

EACH MURDERER CHARGES
SHOOTING TO THE OTHER

I

Mrs. James Ulllinslea, wife of one
of the victims of the Manzano double
murder of last Saturday, was here
this morning. It was this woman
who remained two nights and one day
in a lonely camp in the mountains
four miles from any settlement with
no other company than a small caliber
revolver, and with the terrible suspense of not knowing the fate of her
husband and companion, who had left
camp in company with two native
young men, strangers to her. They
had left her with the expectation of
returning within an hour, but even
after many hours they had not returned. She had heard shooting
shortly after the quartet had left
camp, and feared the worst, but she
had no way of telling what had happened to them. The natives had returned to camp and she bad given
them food. They had acted strangely
and had spoken to her, but she understood very little of what they had
said. She had asked them what had
become of her husband and bis companion, and In strange gestures they
had motioned toward the top of the
mountains.
These were the trials of Mrs. Bil
lingslea the two nights and a day
that she waited for her husband's return, while his body lay bleaching in
the sun on top of the mountain less
than a mile distant, with two bullet
holes In It, and his companion a hundred feet away with a bullet In his
brain.
Mrs. Billingslea arrived from Helen
this morning and continued to her
home at Trinidad. She is scarcely
out of her teens. She looked hardly
niore than a girl this morning. In a
linen suit. Her hat, a small Btraw
sailor, was tied with a white veil under the chin. Her baggage consisted
of a suit case, a basket, a coat and a
shotgun.
Sitting in the depot the hour she
waited between trains, with this luggage piled around her, she made a
picture that excited much pity. Tears
came to the little woman's eyes as
she told her story to a representative of The Evening Citizen. Several
times she halted to choke down the
welling sobs, and then bravely went
on again.
The Widow's Story.
"My husband was a telegraph operator, but thought that he would like
to do a little prospecting. We took
the train to Wiliard. on the Santa Fe
Central, and after a short stay there
went to Manzano, where the old apple trees are. It was nice there and
we remained two months, the latter
oart of the summer. My husband met

Manzano three years and had considerable experience in camping, mining
Mr. Billingslea liked
and hunting.
to hunt. We killed several deer
while stopping at Manzano.
"The first night out from Manzano
we camped at Mountalnair, and Saturday, the day of the murder, was our
second day out. The Mexicans had
joined us the day before and staid in
camp one night, sleeping with Mr.
McLaughlin.
It's a wonder to me
that they didn't murder us all that
night.' They wanted to go along with
us. promising to show where we could
find plenty of water and mineral prospects. I told Jim that I didn't like
their looks, but he thought they were
all right and McLaughlin also thought
they were all right, so it was decided
that tbey should go along.
"it was noon on the day of the
murder that we camped on what the
Mexicans called Red hill. McLaughlin could understand them. Our water
had run out and we had to have some
more right away.
Our guides told us that there was
water on top of the hill, which Is a
mountain, in fact. They said that all
four men should go for it and take
the horses. I asked Jim to stay with
me, 1 didn't want to stay alone, but
he said it would be all right and the
four of them left camp, going up the
hill, all riding horses.
McLaughlin
was riding a broncho that wouldn't
stand for a gun on its back, so he
gave his rifle to the shorter of the
two Mexicans. The other Mexican
had been carrying Jim's Luger pistol
since shortly after Joining the party,
and that was how they caught the
men unarmed.
"I heard several shots on the mountain but thought nothing of It at the
time, as there was game In the mountains and I supposed that they were
shooting at deer or something else.
In about half an hour the Mexicans
returned. They made nie understand
this one question: 'Have the men returned?'
"I told them that they had not. It
was probably 1:30 o'clock in the afternoon. I asked them If they didn't
want something to eat. They said
Si, agua," which meant
that they
wanted both food and water. I told
them that I had no water, but gave
them some cold duck. My husband
had killed a duck the day before.
They took two of the canteens and
disappeared over a small hill nearby and within ten minutes returned,
bringing good water, which showed
that they knew where to find water
without going on top of the mountain
I made some tea but the tall one, I
believe his name Is Carlos Sais,
would not drink the tea. Then the
short one, his name was Valles, made
a motion toward my pistol. 1 tliiuk
that he wanted to know if I had any
(Continued on page four.)

Chicago, Oct. 9.- - Excitement over
the first base ball game to be playel
this afternoon for the world's championship between Chicago teams of
the National and the American leagues, is at fever heat today. Although
the park was not opened until nooa,
hundreds were In line at 8:30 and by
the string of waiters was a block long
and growing every minute. Despite
every effort for the accommodation
of the public, it is probable that thousands will not be able to get In. Over
20,000 general admission tickets had
been placed on sale and it Is believed
these were exhausted in two hours.
The weather does not promise to be
the best possible for base ball. It is
dark and cloudy with strong breeze
trom the north. A slight snow fell
shortly after 11 o'clock.
Brown pitches and Kllng catches
for the National league and
White
pitches and Sullivan catches for the
American league. It is officially announced that Kohe takes the place of
Davis as shortstop for the Americans.
Davis is not in good condition,
Altrock pitched Instead of Whl.for the Americans. The final score
was Americans 2, Nationals 1.
-

Marysville, Kas.,
The town
of Summerfleld near here is reported
wiped
as almost
out by fire. The fire
is still raging. Five business houses
and the office of the Summerfleld Sun
Oct. 9.

are already burned out.

FLOODS IN MEXICO CAUSE
GREAT LOSS OF LIFE
El Paso, Oct. 9. The Herald this
afternoon prints advices from Jalisco that as the result of high waters In

the Santiago river, that state, twenty-five
lives were lost. The flood was
destructive also at Tepic and elsewhere.
RED CROSS AID NOT
NEEDED AT PENSACOLA
Washington, D. C, Oct. 9.
The
a
Red Cross headquarters received
dispatch today from Captain O. A.

ulcknell, commander of the naval station at 1'ensacola, in which he stated
that the army and navy In Pensacola
have provided for the wants of the
storm sufferers living about the navy
yard, and that no relief from the Red
Cross will be required.

LAKE SUPERIOR COUNTRY
NEW YORK C. E. SOCIETY
SWEPT BY GALE AND SNOW
HOLD CONVENTION
Detroit, Oct. 9. Reports from Sault
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 9. In the La- Ste Mane today state that the Lake
fayette Avenue Presbyterian church Superior country is being swept by
here today the, nineteenth annual con- a northwest gale and snowstorm, and
vention of the New York State! that the situation is dangerous owing
Christian Endeavor union was com- to snow on the lake.

menced, when representatives of th
2,500 societies of the state, to the
number of 2,000, attended. A notable
figure at the convention was the Hev.
Francis E. Clark, 1). D., U S. D., the
founder of the Christian
Endeavor
movement. The other speakers were
the Rev. R. A. Torrey and Charles Alexander, who together have been
around the world In one of the most
noted evangelistic campaigns in history; Rev. Dr. Ieu. (1. Broughtou of
Atlanta, Ga., the most famous Baptist
minister of the south; Hev. Dr. I.
Vance of Newark, N. J., famous In
the ranks of the Dutch Reformed
church: Dr. Win. Patterson, pastor of
the Bethany Presbyterian church; Dr.
Edwin Forrest Hallenbeck, Prof. A. R,
Wells, editor of Christian Endeavor
Work, who In his time has written
thirty works on Christian Endeavor
work, and Gipsey Smith, the great
English evangelist. During the proceedings Ira D. Sankey put in an
and was very cordially-greeted- .
The song leader at the convention is Rev. 11. Jacots, who has
already had charge of large choruses
In connection with the Denver and
gatherings,
Baltimore international
while Charles Alexander. Mr. Torrey 'g
famous song leader, also helped. The
convention will last until the 11th and
is considered to be the most Important ari l suci eofiil of its kind.

JURY SECURED IN LESS
THAN TWO HOURS

Ttaa-deman-

This Was in Trial of Standard
Oil

at Findlay.
Ohio.

O., Oct. 9. A Jury was
in the case against the Standard Oil company In the first hour and
fifty minutes of the trial. A recess
was then taken until 1:30 p. m.
The Standard Oil company of Ohio
was put on trial here today, charged
with conspiracy against trade in violaws.
lation of the btate nuti-tru- st
The penalty prescribed is a fine of
from Jjuu to 5,ouo or from six to

Findlay,

John
twelve months' imprisonment.
D. Rockefeller was originally a purty
to the suit but was granted a separate trial, the date or which will depend on tl e success of the state in
the present proceedings, it is said
that Rork fel'er will not be a witness
ai.d will not attend the trial.

'
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC
In Roswell and
other towns In the valley were op
posed to Delegate W. H. Andrews.
Me considered this Improper and unWkiy fcy
"
faMUsU
fair as v eil as detrimental to the best
Gtlzea Publishioj Company Interests of the republican party. No
rpunfiulnna
endorsing the oinciai
Hin
Herbert J. Hager- course
Governor
of
Mite M Uimt ilM MtU.
man were introduced and, tneretore,
none were passed.
San Juan County Republican!.. . .
were
The following nominations
made by the republican county con
vention of San Juan wnicn mt-f Bernalillo County Artec Saturday last:
cmUl
mm City or AlDuquerqua.
Member of house or representa-Ive- s.
Price Walter, Aztec; delegate
tr,
.tiotitntliiiiBl convention. .1. Tur- CRr m4 CtT ClrculttlM.
sheriff. A. M. Noland,
ley. Hlanco;
Tk Urnit Htw Mnk. ClrtilatlM.
tifgMt Wirt. Mr.nl Clrtnlitlwfc Aztec: probate judge, Charles Han
cock, Tine River; probate clerk left
or subscription:
blank; assessor, frank Hon, tarm-Ingto15.1
feiTftDM
colaau.fcB noaM Is
treasurer and
super
Aztec;
Williams.
E.
J.
too
lector,
Vafc k MtU, M
intendent of schools, W. A. Ballinger,
fty Carrier, 60c per month Moomfield; surveyor, -- J. A. Hippier,
nioomfleld; commissioner, first dis
In t
Twm
CmlM will tw Mlmrad
commisK. Martinez,
. r tm M trict,
at Mm Ira rmU W SB
sioner, second district, A. Sever,
Flora Vista. Frank Hon, me nomUnrtUUl litei ltd Inown oa Application inee for assessor, has declined to acwill not
mmft m far br oellflii o. cept the nomination and
make the race. There was consumable commotion and trouble In the
Indeed, It was anything
convention.
ana xpi
wwr w- -r
but harmonious. A combination nau
been made between the Aztec and
other San Juan river precinct dele- Colorado I 5 eat ions to unseat the regular delega
Awtotnafte I S3
tions from Farmlngton and Bloom- The contesting delegations
field.
were admitted and the combination
REPUBLICAN TICKE
TERRITORIAL
outvoted the regular delegations from
Kruitland. Farmington and the La
Plata precincts. The Wllson-Turle- y
combine, which had been partly elected b democratic voters In the pri
maries, worked against the regular
Tinker,
A.
Charles
rieleeations.
chairman of the county committee,
declined to accept the ruling of thecentral committee, which had declared that there should be no contesting
delegations allowed to vote In the
primary organization of the convention. The central committee had di
rected that only uncontested delega
For Delegate to Congress
tions should be allowed to vote at
the organization and at the election
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS, of
preliminary officers, this rule being
disregarded, gave the contesting delof Bernalillo County.
egations the upper hand.
While there Is much dissatisfaction
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
the regulars, nevertheless, will loy
For Council
ally support the ticket. The chances
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
for republican success, however, are
not great.
For Representatives
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
How'a This?
We nftr One Hundred Dollars Reward
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
for any nycase of Catarrh that cannot be
cureu
i ure. r. j.
Mans . alarm Ohio.
For County Commissioners
I'M Tnleilo.
CHKSl'.f
We. the underpinned, have known V.
SEVERO SANCHEZ
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
J. B. MAYO
lelieve him nerfeetlv honorable in all
tnmlncnn transactions and financially able
to carry out any oniinations made by his
For Probate Judge

lilt

EVENING

n

ir"

CITIZES

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY,

that local republicans

tiimi

n;

Cia Citiscn Want Ads, FurnisH you
wi.lh rrnvnea &nd addresses
cf people wlio are
"Necceasary to You Prosperitr"

5c 3 for 10c

lo

cl,

Sold by tho

INTEREST

at 217 South
WANTED A
Fourth street.
WANTED A trlrl tut general house- work; small familyOn Furniture. Pianos, Organs, Horsea,
1ern
svenne
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Chicago.
WANTED Lady's ticket for
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
secona
Mrs. w, Young, 408 Nortn
as low as $10 and as high as
street.
$200. Loans are quickly made and
on strictly private.
Time: One month
boarder
en tli'inan
WANTED
Ranch, half mile from car line. Ad- to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasondress n. Citizen office.
Call and see us before borrow
WANTED To buy a camping ouinu able.
Horses, harness and wagon, in- ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
quire at 218 North Walter street.
willing to Steamship tickets to and from all
pTrst'n
w"A N'T fib Any
parts of the world.
weesiy.
distribute our samples; ijuChicago.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
LaSaHe
St..
92
"Emrlre"
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANT ED Help furnished and em
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
ployment of all kinds secure.i
Open Evenings.
phone
promptly. Call on. write or
109
agency.
Colburn'g Employment
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED A woii)3n to cook and do
general house work In a family or
two; no children. Apply at once
to 310 South Edith street.
Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain
this week.
dcntleinen's seconu-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Also 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
WANTED Physician from Jonn Hopfor $2700.00.
kins' Hospital, Baltimore, seekc an
In
Expert
Mexico.
New
In
opening
physical and microscopical
AddreBS A. A. Citizen office.
WANTED At once at Fort Bayard,
110 West Gold Ave.
N. M.. ten first class carpenters.
Wages from 50 to 55 cents per hour,
good
$5 per day to exceptionally
men. Long Job and good work. BACON &
BASHINSKY
Board will cost $16.50 per month.
Apply to J. A. Harlan, Fort Bayard,

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

205 East Railroad Ave.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

First St. and Cold Avobua

cccaooc

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$6
$1.50 up
50c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR'
ANTEED.

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B. F.

ROOM 12.

LEGAL NOTICE.

ON

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

S,

lmftm

ALLOWED

DI

MONEY to LOAN

""

-

NEW,

Capital and Surplus, $100,00

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED

Itnw

ALBUQUERQUE

mi

For Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

I

MONTEZUMA TRUST

yon?
of the man who rhould be working for
of the msD uti- - wouid flidly lend you money?
''",J like to buy your hor9?
of the
your business!
of the n. m who would buy au Interest In
iuiui
of the n an wno woum uuy
of the man rho would buy your old blcyclet

Health 'Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

i

OCTOI

BANK INSTITUTIQ1

DO YOU WANT THE.
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

-

Ppr

Jijr

EVENING

Facllltl

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and C
Johnson, . set, Cashier; Wta. Mcintosh. J c. Baldi
nion :.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. C

Solomon

TWO LOTS

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

8

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

dlag-nosl-

PORTERFIELD CO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

omccRm and dibkctorb
Last Will and Testament of John
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
Condon, Deceased.
President
To O, N. Marron and Patrick Kalla- M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
and devisees, Mrs,
her. executors
FRANK McKEB
Cashier
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
R. A. FROST
New Mexico.
Assistant Cashier
REAL ESTATE AN 3 LOANS
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
H. F. RAYNOLDS
women in each
Director
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn., WiANTED Men and
Auto Phone 578
205 West Gold
county as field managers to repreMemphis,
Hospital,
Joseph's
St.
u. m. omPomiToirr
sent, advertise and distribute samlenn.: the Sisters of Charity of Cin
$80.00
Salary
goods.
ples
our
of
Capital
Charity
the
Authorized
of
O.;
Sisters
of
$500,000.00
cinnati,
per month, paid weekly, and cash
ROFESSIONAL CARDS
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manila
$250,000.00
I
advanced for expenses. No capital
,.1
8UperIor of the Dominican Order
necessary. Position
oc
expenlence
Depository
Atchison, Tepeks ft Saala Fe Railway Company
nrm.
for
Marvin,
or
Kinnan
i.
ISIORO SANDOVAL
I
K.,T..iT i,r,,iMi
in charge of St. Peters
cnurcti at
Tniertn o
LAWYERS.
permanent.
Address Northwestern
Hull's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, I Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
For Probate Clerk
actiiiB directly upon the wood ""d"- - bishop of Nashville, Tenn. ; sister su- Ira M. Bona.
Chicago, 111.
NESTOR MONTOYA.
ATTOR-.'ENPnt frw
AT LAW, 32 F street
Price 75c tier bottle. Sold bv II perlor Ot St. J08eph 8 hospital at Al
ail Druggists.
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom It
Pensions,
N. W.. Washington, D.
FOR RENT.
I HKr nan a r umiiy
For Sheriff
utinniiiuior
may concern:
copyrights, caveats
Three-roofurnished lands, patents,
tion.
RENT
FOR
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
You are hereby notified that the al
house, with bath, close In. No. 108 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
leged last will and testament ot John
R. W. D. Bryan.
John street.
For Assessor
Condon, late of the county of BernaAT LAW, Albuquer
ATTORNEY
New
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
modern
lillo and territory of New Mexico, de- FOR RENT
que, N. M. Office, First National
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
ANYTHING
cottages.
Grant
Frank
Ackerman,
ceased, has been produced and lead
Bank building.
Collector
Duilding.
For Treasurer and
in the probate court of the county or
E. W. Dobso.i.
C. ED. NEWCOMER
CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico, FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crora
A. Rlls nas come out against at an adjourned regular term thereof,
housekeeping. 524 well
Jacob
rooms
for
block,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
SURPLUS
AND
For County School Superintendent
PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
reformed spelling. In doing this Jac held on the 1st day of October, 1906,
West Railroad avenue.
J. A. MILLER
DENTISTS.
ob Is merely protecting his own good and the day of the proving of said al- FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
name.
leged last will and testament was by
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
or without board; home cooking.
For Surveyor
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Safely Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts oj tho Wond
court
therejudge
207 North Fifth street.
of
of
said
order
the
DON J. RANKIN
Surgeon.
Dental
Having been a participant in the upon fixed for Monday,
5th day of FOR RENT Four-roocottage, furo
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
life insurance battles, quite naturally November, A. D. 1906, the
term of Bald
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
For Constitutional Convention
Bishop McCabe can see no terrors In court,
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
minutes' walk from street car line, Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Delegates
a war with Turkey.
said day.
We Want Your
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Vvest mall.
Business
FOR RENT Residence. 709
Given under my hand and the seal
M. E. HICKEY
anybody who sings
'.'How can
Gold avenue. Six rooms and bath.
D. D. 8.
Alger,
J.
Edmund
T. N. WILKERSON
think?" asks Lillian Russell. There is of this court this 1st day of October,
Kent $35 per month. Apply morn
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
T. C. GUTIERREZ
no answer. exceDt that Lillian has A. D. 1906.
ings, or to Mrs. John F. Pearce.
p. m.; 1:30
hours, 8:30 n. m., to 12:
E. WALKER,
E. W. DOBSON
been singing since grandpa's day.
DIRECTORS
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room,
Probate Clerk.
O. N. Matron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
by mall.
pointments
per
made
room
room;
$15
store
and
bed
Like Chicago?
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman.
F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
Minneapolis House, 524
month.
A London clergyman wore a suit of
TERRITORIAL POLITICS
NOTICE FOrt PUBLICATION.
PHYSICIANS.
street.
South
Second
armor, while he preached last Sun
iu Far
day.
Do they throw pop bottles in Department of the Interior, Ijipd Of FOR KEiVI" Apartments
Drt. R. L. HUST.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
London,
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
too?
San Juan County Democrats.
1906.
steam heatfad, and ell other modern
Tuberculosis treated with HlgV
says she loves
Mary Anderson
The San Juan county democrats
conveniences. 11. H. Tilton, room 19, Frequency Electrical
Current and
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
nominated the following ticket: For Shakespeare as much as ever. As
Grant Block.
Germicide. Treatments given each
probate clerk, L G. Eblen ; for treas- Bill died several years before she Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has FOR RENT A six room two-stoday from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
urer and collector, W. G. Black; for was born, her husband probably will filed notice of 'nls intention to make brick house, corner of Seventh nurse in attendance. Both phones.
final flve-yeproof In support of
shorlff, B. C. Vaughan; county com- not object.
UNDERTAKER.
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
his claim, viz Homestead Entry No.
missioners, R. J. Chambers, Leonor
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West Auto, 'phone 316.
"Why did you ask Mrs. Gabbler to 6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
Carets ; for assessor, Richard HenColo., Red 115.
Tljeras avenue.
of our theater party?'
SW
Section 4, Iots 3 and 4.
dricks; for school superintendent. Dr. become one
A. BORDERS.
you
"Don
8,
1
like
t
her?"
FOR
rooms
Nicely
RENT
and
5,
5,
Section
furnished
Lots
and
Section
probate
D.
Smith;
judge,
Frank.
for
C.
Commercial Club Building. Black
"No, not a bit.
3,
houses and flats for housekeeping,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Lot
Mir; for constitutional delegate, W.
and White Hearse, $5.
' Neither do I.
a
s
But
she
such
will
Range
6
he
proof
E,
also
said
to
ranch.
take
Will
parties
and
tuat
Dunburg.
M.
ARCHITECTS.
brilliant conversationalist."
made before the Probate Clerk at Ber- board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
nnltlln V M nn Nnvomhar R IQnfi
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
Eddy County Democrats.
F.
Room
W.
Spencer.
Barnett 0
"No," said the Czar, with much firm- -u. mPa ih,, fnllnwlnir witnesses to
The democrats of Eddy counjy
ness, "I refuse to put my name to prove nlg continuous residence upon, 'OR KENT Nicely furnislied rooms Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c Phones.
I
held their convention and that proclamation
and cultivation of. the land, viz
per night. Also rooms for' HgM
AND
nominated the following candidates:
"But why, your majesty? asked the
M.;
Hagan,
N.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Nestor
of
Gonzales
housekeeping.
The Minneapoli
John W. Armstrong, probate judge; grandduke.
N.
Placltas,
of
Jacobo
Las
Gutterres
House, 524 South Second street
WV R.
J. D.
Owen. probate clerk;
"What's the use?' retorted Nick. M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
J. R. Farwell.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Christopher, sheriff; W. H. Merchant, "Nobody believes In signs anymore
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
N. M.; Andres Armljo of Las Placita?,
O.
treasurer;
collector and
John
"OH SALE.
N. M.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
tax assessor; M. P. Kerr,
The Family's Ups and Downs.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
FOR
SALE Fire wood at the Su
A.
granddaughter,
C.
Heard
Edna Gulick, our
school superintendent;
Register.
perlor
K. D. Maddison.
Thos.
Co.
Planing
Lumber and
Mill
and George Wilcox, commissioners; engaged as principal at Park Fall,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
FOR
mare;
SALE
driving
also
Fine
surveyor;
will
county
start to her work Friday. She
Joe Cunningham,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tlgera Gold avenue.
James O. Cameron, councilman for and her mamma was down Monday Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
RODERICK STOVfct, E. E.
s,
Road.
Mul-linJameg
my
get
W.
and
wife went up to help her
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
the Twelfth district;
representative for the Nine- ready. Bagley correspondent Cass- - it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S FOR SALE A good young horse, lor Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
vllle (Wis.) Record.
signature is on each box. 25c
riding or driving; gentle and reli
teenth district.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
able. Apply to Thorpe's pasture.
Gas
and gasoline engines a specialty.
cou-Is
D.
Wounds,
a
Burns.
not
Bruises and
John
Rockefeller
Santa Fe County Socialists.
sur 906 West Railroad avenue. AutoOne
double
seated
euil
bale
I
dressing
By
antiseptic
applying
an
rey, horse and harness, cheap. Ap matic 'phone, 179.
At a convention held by the Social- sistent follower of the Bible."
right, knock him. If any to wounds, bruises, burns and like in
ist party in Santa Fe Saturday even- of That's
o
piy
at m south Second street,
you fellows hud "
juries before Inflammation sets In,
A Young Mother at 70,
ing there was a fairly good attend922 South Edith street.
'Oh, no, what I mean is that In the they may be healed without matura- "My mother
has suddenly been
ance and the members of the party Hible
KMC
SALE
of
Furniture
they
poured oil on the troubled tion and In about
the time
made young at 70. Twenty years of
worked In harmony to make a suc- water. Jonn
house,
complete,
bargain.
House
at
This
to nour water reaulred bv tho old treatment.
cess of the session. The following is on the troubledintends
for rent to buyer if desired. Call Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
oil."
is the greatest discovery and triumph
entirely
her, until six
disabled
the ticket nominated:
daytime. Apply 313 Sou'h Arno.
surgery. Chamberlain's
of modern
f;
ago, when she began taking
Delegate to congress, W. I".
months
FOR
SALE Horse, buggy and harSick Hesdahe Cured.
Pain Balm acts on this same princl
Electric Bitters which have complete
members of house of Twenty-sevent- h
ness, cheap; also new three- - room ly
Sick headache is caused by de pie. It is an antiseptic and when ap
legislative assembly, A. G. rangement
cured her and restored
the
;t n d
four-roohouse
infurniture
of
by
of
the
to
stomach
plied
and
injuries,
them
causes
to
such
Jtelgardo and G. G. Rutherford; digestion.
house, at a bargain. Party leavin; strength and activity she had In theChamberlain's
Stomach
allays
quickly,
very
the
also
heal
it
1
G1Icounty commissioner, first district,
lty. Inquire at 419 Wtst Copp'T prime of life, writes Mrs. W.
Liver Tablets correct these dis- - pain and soreness and prevents any
patrick, of Danforth, Me. Greatest
Gustave Dickerman; county commis- and
avenue
orQers
a
cure.
By
taking
Keep
and
poisoning.
effect
danger
blood
of
restorative medicine on the globe.
sioner, second district, Edward Mil- these tablets as soon as the
In- FOK
SALE
your
Jersey
cows,
Five
first
home
milk
in
of
Balm
Pain
bottle
Sets stomach, liver nnd kidneys
lar; sheriff, W. F. Dobbin; assessor, dication of the disease appears the
15 Jersey heifers, a 2 year-olmoney
you
and
will
it
save
time
and
and
II. W. Wise; probate clerk, G. E. An- attack may be warded off. Get a free
ESTABLISHED 1873.
"OLD RELIABLE."
one Jersey bull; registered stock; right, purines the blood and cures
not to mention the Inconvenience and
colderson; treasurer and
I
also louse for rent. liOO Sruth malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
sample
try
by
and
For
them.
all
injur
For
sale
suffering
entail.
es
such
lector, H. B. Melley; probate judge.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price TOc
John street.
Kale by all druggists
Guaranteed by all druggists.
John E. Rose: superintendent of pub- arut'gists.
FOR
SALE
?
Furuitu7eforsale and
lic schools, Romulo L. Ipez; sur
house fur rent. Inquire 116 South
MUSIC LESSONS.
veyor, R. Willibon; delegates to the
H'Kb
street.
a
Every mother feels
constitutional convention, J. 11. Illain,
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
great dread of the pain FOR S A I .E
wo coice"iots IrTThi gives
Hdward Miller. W. F. Dobbin and Gus
lessons on the violin and man
Grant tract, for $300.
d
and danger attendant upon
IHckerman.
FLOUR, GRAIN '
SIGNS
dolin.
Guaranteed to he the best
cash,
$10
balance
a
barA
month.
the most critical period
Any
de
one
In
Albuquerque.
teacher
gain. See H. S. Knight.
Pecos Valley Republicans.
1
siring lessons address general deliv
Staple Groceries
Hecoming
Carries the Largest and Most
of her life.
SALE
A hannsome Hardman ery, city.
The republicans of the Twelfth
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and FOR
in th.
piano,
in
fine condition and almost
o
council district. connisUng of the danper incident to the ordeal makes its
z
anticipation one of misery.
new, at a bargain.
For partlcu- "Suffered day and x night the tor
counties of Chaves, Eddy and Rooseis
Mother's
Friend
the
remedy
great
only
which
help
the
reli
of
ves
call
Nothing
office.
'ars.
women
at this
inent of itching piles.
velt, nominated Judge A. A. Freeman
"AGONS
AND
J
merchandise ed me until I used Doan's Ointment
of Carlsbad as the candidate for the pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's rUR hALE General
It
cured me permanently." Hn
business on the El Paso and South
council at their district convention severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
UQUERQUE. N. M. 0
RAILROAD AVENUE.
western in eastern
New
Mexico. John K. Garrett, mayor. Glrard, Ala
held In Roswell a f'w days ago.
by its use. Those who use this remedy are n longer desr r.dent or
Stock $l5,oiio to $20,000. Fine opWashington E. Undsey of Portales
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other dist essing con tions are
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
portunity for right party. Can exreceived the nomination as the reis made ready for the coming event, and tho
overcome,
the
system
plain jtoocl reason for selling. Ix BREAD and take no other.
publican candidate for representative
cality healthiest lu New Mexico. Ad
serious accidents so common to the critical
from the Nineteenth house district,
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
dress Inquiries to this paper.
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
and J. C. Tully of Lincoln the nomSAGO LUMBER
Th-ovrrrome Weiknw. trrern-lantDEALER IN NATI
FOK SALE The Minneapolis House,
ination as the candidate from the Frie.id. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
vifor
nnd oiuliii.U"-- '
at a liarijuln. Must be sold. FortyUsV
representative
Mighteenth
avuti bii Mi
district.
iiuin "t
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
"
" l.ll tiiitiltii- ill
re, looi.s best, wears the
ikii .1. lUt-four rooms, all newly furnished.
SHERMAN WILLIAMS
The president of the convention was Dottle, at urug stores.
...ri.iiiU Mvr'
.a
Hook containing
painted und papered. The best pay
v l.im nt r (iiviirt amt body. N
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fixes and suffixes he made the one
root serve for all otheers. He thus
compiled a dictionary of two thousand roots selected from the widest
known linRuagffs and they are so
wUely and Judiciously chosen that
is
the Esperanto vocabulary
for every purpose
seems familiar
and Its appearance
The
to people of every nationality.
employment of the prefixes, which
number only half a dozen and . the
suffixes, of wnicn tne are mirty-iwoi. nnniimKilnti with these roots en
ablcs the student to extend his vo
cabulary to the point mat me most
delicate shades of meaning may be
expressed. It follows therefore, that
KiSpvraillo lino iuu nuTautnrs un I
any other language In the facility
with which its construction admits of
the forming of new words, and in
tnis lies me greatest cnarm.
Professor J. L. Borgerhoff. of the
Reserve university,
of
Western
vieveland, Ohio, in a recent communication on the construction
of
Esperanto, to the editor of the At
lanta Luniui unon explains orieiiy
and Inpiftlw Ilia ninptl an ra
of the device for forming words. He
says: 10 iaKe tne word neatn ior
example: the key word is "mort," remembering that in Esperanto
all
nouns end In O, all adjectives in A,
advrbs in E. infinitives in I; that
contraries are formed by prefixing
'"Mai;" that the prefix "sen" means
without; that tne suffix "Ant" marks
the agent (corresponding to the English "Ing"); and that the suffix
"Ig" means to cause, we get from the
above root: morto, death; morta;
mortal; mortl, to die; morte, mortally; mortano, the dying man;
dying; mortlg. to cause death
or kill; mortlgo, murder mortlganto,
murderer; mortlgi,; death dealing
maj morta, living; senmorta, immortal; sen morto, immortality, etc.
The coajugation of verbs, which
is the great stumbling block in the
study of alt languages presents no
difficulty whatever in Esperanto. In
the forst place there are no irregular veros; secondly there Is only one
ending for each tense; thirdly the
number of tenses is reduced to a
minimum mainly past, present, future, and conditionally.
The infinitive of all verbs ends in
"I;" the present always in "As;" the
past In "IS;" the conditionally always in "US;" these endings are tne
same In the singular and the plural."
Borgerhoff pronounces
Professor
Esperanto the easiest to learn of all
languages and says that a student
should le able to speak It fluently after two months study. The navy department of the United States has.
but recently ordered the study of
Esperanto to be placed in the curriculum o the United States navel
academy at Annapolis, thus recognizing It s value as an adjunct to a
tnorougn naval eaucaiion.
suffl-.iki.i-

ESPERANTO
Anrtificlal Speech Which Is
Receiving Attention of
Nearly All Nations.
EXPECTED TO BE USED IN

Grammar Simple. Root Words but
Few While Vocabulary Is
Almost Without l imit.
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J. D. Eakln, president.
O. Olomi, Vice President

PUSHING TO ARCTIC CIRCLE

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
knp twrythlng In stoik f uttlt ibt
most fmstldleas bar eonaplttt
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Have been appointed exelualva agent In the Southwest for Jo a. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Lou Is A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer Cedar Brook, Lut Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other standard brand of whiskle too numerOu to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article a received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Llat.
Issued to dealer only.
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By Silas E. Snyder.
Special Correspondence.
Norfolk, Va, Oct. 9. Do yon know
Esperanto?
If not you probably will some day
for It is the Instrument with which
scientists propose to batter down the
barriers of nations that all men may
speak one tongue and be brothers
It is worth while to give Esperanto
serious consideration before It Is ab
solutely forced upon us for It Is no
fad: but a practical linguistic struct'
ure erected accordinfg to scientific
principles and upon the true, funda
mental laws of grammar. It must not
be confounded with "Volapuk" which
never was practicable and which pass
ed into a deserved oblivion after a
brief existence as a fad.
Freshmen entering college this fall
may find Esperanto Included In tho
curriculum, before they matriculate as
seniors, and if this be realized, tne
language will be taught in the pri
niary grades of the public schols as
Is now being done In Switzerland. In
American colleges there are already
more tnan fifty Esperanto clubs made
up of students and members of the
faculty, while all educational socie
are devoting
ties
and Journals
thought and space to it. In Europe
hundreds of thousands of people
speak, write and read it and at the
Esperanto congress held at Boulogne-sur-Kin 19U5 three thousand persons representing fifteen countries attended.
Even Japan has taken it up and its
Esperantic association has undertaken
a propaganda under the direction of
a committee composed of three editors, professors from the Imperial
Hartford, Conn.. Oct. 9 The
universities and high schools, and
and Washington American
the secretary of the Japan Foreign '
Trade association, with the result league teams played an exhibition
that a grammar in Japanese charac- - game here today before a large crowd.
Waddell's I itching was the feature of
ter Is ready for tile press.
By special order from the officers the game. He had sixteen strike-outs- ,
of the Krench army studying the new eight of which were successive and he
language and it is proposed that ev- thereby making three records. Thirery government officer of the French teen strikeouts occurred in five inR. H. E.
nation whether of the army, navy, nings. The score:
0 2 l)
diplomatic service of other branch Washington
2 5 1
shall be able to read, write and speak Philadelphia
Batteries Kitson
and Warner;
in Esperanto, as the government sees
in it international medium of officl.U Waddell and Schreck.
intercourse which Is sooa to become
Nationals Lose to American Team
universal.
England, Italy, Spain,
Canada.
St. Louis,' Mo., Oct, 9. The local
Prussia, Sweden, belgium, Houniania, Americans won a hotly contested
Algeria and India all have long ago game from the St. Louis Nationals totaken up the study and tne, most en- day 4 to 3. It was the first, of a postthusiastic Esperantists are the men season series of seven for the chamwho have International business to pionship of the city. The score:
transact. In Germany trade workers
R. H.E.
such as litnographers and printers Americans
4 11
1
have adopted the language officially 'Nationals
3 t; 2
IJrtu-ul- l
an.) O ...... ...m.
Itulloriuo
and It will be used In their congresses
Karger and Noonan.
and conventions.
In Sr.ain the army has adopted it
and at Valence a regular school Is CELEBRATE THEIR FIFTIETH
kept for Instruction of military offiWEDDING ANNIVERSARY
cers, while at Geneva, in SwitzerChardon,
O.. Oct. 9. Mr. and Mrs.
land, thousands of the population William Howard
received the conspeak Esperanto and delight In it.
gratulations
over 200
Buiiemla has sent un Esperanto yesterday onofoccasion of friends here
the fiftieth
section to the Earl's Court exhibi- anniversary of their wedding.
Mr.
tion in London that has attracted Howard and Miss Merlnda Osborne
great attention in England and the were
married In Bainbridge, Genuga
Englisn press Is devoting colums of
in 1856, and moved to Charspace to its discussion and no word county,
don in 1877 when Mr. Howard was
is said except in favor or It as the elected
of Genuga county.
greatest medium yet discovered for He held treasurer
this office for six years and
the promotion of the world's fratern- has resided
Mr.
here ever since.
ity.
and his partner are seventy-tw- o
At this rate we may soon look for Howard
years of age and enjoy capital
an Esperanto literature, for In Gene- health.
Mr.
Howard, before
he
va, thty are singing songs and acting
to Chardon, was justice of the
dramas in the new tongue and an moved
three terms and held the office
Esperanto publication tells its de- I eace
township clerk and trustee. Mrs.
votees weekly, the news of the of
Howard was a school teacher for a
world and the progress of the lan- number
of years.
guage, while Freemasons,
Christian
Endeavorers and other societies of MISSISSIPPI GUN SHOTS
world wide scope advocate its study
MEET IN TOURNAMENT
for use In the international congressYazoo City, Oct. 9. The Yazoo Gun
es and correspondence.
club has a tournament In progress toIt Is. therefore, not to be thought day,
and It will continue until the
of that a great educational
exposi- loth, t'rack shots from all sections
tion like that to be held on the shores Kof the state are here, and the compe
of Hampton Roads near the city of tition
been brisk. Antiquated
Norfolk, Va., in 1907 in celebration of weapons has
have been exhibited, exof the three hundredth anniversary citing much interest.
The contrast
of the
settlement
of
Jamestown
them and modern weapons
should overlook the development and between
being marked in the extreme. There
propagation of this wonderful lanalso a fine collection of mounted
guage, and, to the end that Esperan'.j is
game birds.
may be officially introduced to tho
American people the department of
Peoria, III., Oct. 9. The Modern
ctngresses and special events have Woodmen street carnival opened here
invited the Eperantists of the world yesterday and was largely attended.
to meet in international congress at A
with a new arrangethe Jamestown exposition. They will ment of seats, in the form of fire enalso be Invited to make an exhibit gines and hook and ladder wagons,
and will be given a special day and created a decided sensation. A numpermission to draw up a program to ber of novel attractions have been
uit themselves.
If the very bands provided and everything argues well
play in strange tongue on that day for the success of the exhibition
you'll know its Esperanto.
which remains open till the night of
The study of the creation of Esper- the 10th.
anto is extremely interesting. After
the failure of Volapuk, Zanienhof, a GERMAN MAENNECHOR
Russian servant, took up the study of
BEGINS CELEBRATION
a universal language, and writing unBaltimore, Md., Oct. 9. The
der the name of Esperanto developed
Mennercher began the celebrathe artificial tongue which has made tion of the German golden jubilee
him famous. He recognized that if a
which will continue till the
new language was to be made at- yesterday
l"th. Its invited guests are the foltractive it musi be made easy and lowing
Consocieties.
he first set alout constructing
a cordia, of Brooklyn; Junger Maen-- ,
xrumniar that might be niasterert tn
Saenger-o- f
of Philadelphia;
an hour. He eliminated a
New York City; Arion. of
absolutely required in the
N. J.
lion of a logical seu'ence a
entirely all exceptions.
"ICE TO CONTRACTORS.
His next concern was tl
re invited by the unilerslgn-- e
laiy. for it is the greatest ,
boring or drilling of a well
roots, the vast variety of w
ew cemetery, as per speclfi-vhicpuzzles most the student of
will be furnished upon
language. As a case in point
n.
expri ssions we 'have in Ei
.
W. STRONG S SONS,
t
torth the ideas sugg ste
Supts. Fairvlew Cemeterv.
one conception of death: de
ly. f) i!ie. mortal, to kill, to
will happen, but the
Miiclde. to commit homicide,
keep Dr. Thomas
ly, etc. Zanienhof rid hlmsel
Oil for such emergencies,
the pain and heals the
iiieat number of roots by
one and I'j- means of a syslen.
.
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Seattle, Oct. 9. "Northward
tne
course of empire takes its way."
That is the motto which every
Alaskan railroad builder Is follow-Ing- ,
in his immense task of shaping
the Alaskan country Into a future
empire. And the railroads that are
building into this northern countrv
are so numerous that the snow and
ice no longer cover up the great
work of development.
America's most northerly railroad
is now winding Its way to completion through tne valleys and frozen
rivers of the Nome country the j
wnoie Alaskan territory.
Prior to the discovery of gold, Seward peninsula was a barren, desolate country, inhabited by a few traders missionaries and native tribes.
The gold discoveries which proclaimed
to the world a new Btrlke was made
at Anvn creek, September, 1898.
No attempt was made to work the
Minino District
J
ground during the winter of 1898 and
1899. In the summer of 1899 gold was
found on the beac'h near Nome, and
this strike was unquestionably
the the Interior. Then the gold that will City on a sunny morning in the sum-b- e
greatest "r.oor man's diggings" ever
taken from that ground will sur- - mer and by nightfall will take a small
pass any output from any country in steamer for Siberia, crossing the Ber- found.
ing Sea in one day, making the trip
The output of that season caused a tne world, It Is believed.
great stampede, and In 190(1 15,000
Tnls little railroad, the most north- - lrom American soil to Russia, on tne
people were landed at Nome within erly in America, is now within 7 old continent. In less than a day of
a fortnight. The tents of the white mles or Its remotest terminus, nearly i nours.
city sprung up like mushrooms In at the Arctic circle, is built of stand- The Seward eninsula railroad will
the night. They brought with them ard gauge tracks and will run trains be a railway from Nome to th Kou- every conceivable mining device, but trom four to six times in a day all garok country, the rich Interior of the
half of It w3s not suitable and the me year rouna.
Seward peninsula. The builders are
other half was too heavy to trans&eward peninsula in tne winter is all Seattle people, organized
under
port over the snow, and today the frozen. Glaciers arc to be found the name of the Northwestern Devel-alonthe right of way, but President opment company, in the spring of
interior of the Seward peninsula rejolin Kosene does not expect this will I9iiti. They re also to build canals
mains undeveloped.
But this primeval condition will not halt the mads extension.
for hydraulic mining and to operate
last long. This 200 mile railroad Is
to placer mine's. The company was cap
excursionists w ni, oe enauiea
rapidly progressing Into the territory visit this land of wonder to witness Itali.ed at $0, 200,000. The company
and before another winter comes it that famous midnight sun, the aurora is closely allied to the Northwestern
will practicaNy be completed,
and borealis. In time, but It will be many Commercial company, a large fishing
Immense machinery will be taken into jears, a traveler may land at iNoniejand mining company

.fJiXjtiri

For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10,
Ticket on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. r. fUttOY, Agmnt.
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to those who are anxious to bare a
range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making ttis

Evans.
Admiral Robley
V. S. Flagship Maine,
Bar Harbor, Me., Sept. 24, 190C.
In view of recent happenings, I
shall be glad to give you in an article
my opinion of the enlisted men of the
United States navy.
Enlistments are made for the ser- vice from all parts of the country
the coast as well as inland. Of tho
applicants ior first enlistment probably as many are rejected lor one.
cause or another as are accepted, for
the standard physically and morally
Is placed high.
It happens in the navy, as In civil
life, with an equal number of men,
that some are not worthy; but the
large mass of men In the navy are
all that can be desired.
Even with
tne most undesirable recruit, the
training that he receives in his first
year oi service turns out a man who
will become a better citizen of the
United States than he would have
been had he noL been in the service.
Since the Incident eiccuring in
Portland last month, I have received
many letters from persons whom 1
never met; like the following:
"I have watched them with great
Interest, and would say that I have
never seen a lot of men behave themselves in such a clean, decent and
manner as the sailors
on Bhore leave did at Rockport."
Reports such as this come In from
nearly every place we visit, and, even
from Portland, where the men were
treated so outrageously, I hsve re-- !
ceived many letters commending them
In the hignest terms.
The men in all of the ships are
graded in five classes, according to
their conduct. A man receiving no
report of any k.nd for a period of
more than six months, Is placed on
what is called "the special firstclass
conduct list." and is given liberty on
shore when his services can be spared.
An Awful Cough Curea.
"Two years ago our little girl had
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
with an awful cough. She had spells
of coughing, Just like one with the
whooping cough and some thought
she would not get well at all. We
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, which acted like a 'charm.
She stopped coughing and got Btout
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
Hrubaker, 111. This remedy is for
sale by all druggists.
OVERCOATS.

for
Unredeemed overcoats
cheap at Kosenfleld's, the pawn
er the man you can trust.

sale
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting
"
j

First and Marquette
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Alfeaqaerqae, New Mexico
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PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot
ADMIRAL

ROB EVAN3 O.N THE i)E t'K OK THE BATTLESHIP

li U

M

MAINE.

it) i i U i t

Recently sailors from the Uni ted States Atlantic fleet on shore
leave at Portland, Me., were denle d admission to entertainments and
were attacked on the streets. Fol lowing this treatment. Rear
e
mlral Hob Evans, In command of
fleet. Issued orders that none
of nis ships shall again tnter the harbor of Portland,
In view of the Maine affair a ml similar occurences in
other
of the country. The Evening Citizen
usked
Rear Admiral
Evans for an article giving his 0 inlon of the enlisted man ot the
navy. The following Is hl renlv.

4

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I 2DNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURE8 INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

On lxiard the Maine, with a crew respecting; they do their duty and
of about 730 men. there are no les are an honor to the service.
man &12 wno are on the first class
and special first class, which Is abou.
70 per cent of the total number, and

of these 323 are em the special firt
class list.
lu . - O alnn&,.
The rlnv
;ili
1. .
li . . I u l..n
J .u lon
the naval seamen were- - a drunken and Hear Admiral U. S. Navy Command-boisterou- s
er in Chief United States Atlantic
set of nii'a, Those that
we now have on board ship are elf- Fleet.

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

tar

8ee 8anta F

trip

New Mexico

rate,

Agent for round

good for

thirty day.
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NOTICE

Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Sanra Fe, N. M., Sept.

209

Of-

22.

1906.

Notice is hereby given that William
Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., haa
filed notice of bis Intention to make
final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
23,
T.p.
10
N.
Section
Mange 3 E. and that said proof will
tie niade before the Probate Clerk, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
G.

1906.

i oer parlor. No.
West Railroad avenue, la prepared to give thorough scalp treat--:
uient, do hair dressing, tre 1 corn,
bullions and Ingrowing
null. Sh
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream build up th
ikln and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Sne also oreparea a hair tonic that
jrure-and prevent dandruff and tialr
Tailing out; restore lite to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also t face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the.se preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It la also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage
Mrs. Bambini.

FOR PUBLICATION.

s

He names the following witnesses to
provo his continuous resideuce upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. K. Angell. C. E. Hodgln. Charles
Harsh physics react, weaken the
bowels, cause chronic constipation. Etne, Mrs. John Urown, all of Albu
Doan's Hegule'ts operate easily, tone querque, N. ..
MANUEL R. OTERO.
2'ic.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
the stomach, cure constipation.
Register.
BREAD and take no otnar.
Ask your druggist for them.
brok-

25-1- 3,

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

D.

By

52-1-
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ROBLEY D. EVANS, COMMANDER
OF THE U. S. ATLANTIC FLEET,
SAYS NAVA LSEAMEN ARE IO
LONGER A DRUNKEN LOT, BUT!
MEN
ARE
WHO ARE AN HONOR TO THE
COUNTRY.

I

unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00. Term, $5 cash and $4 - a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $3 cash and $3.50 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p rchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's autscrlp-no- n
to one of the following magazine
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
eifteptlonal offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
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Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between th Great Southwest and Kansa City,
and all point North and East by the

St Louis, Chicago

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefor, the beat. The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard end tourist sleeper, observation CM fling cars, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
SL
For full particular

any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
General Agent.

R. STILL.
Oen. Paat. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

t
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

Published Dally and Weekly.

By The

t.

W.

Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCREIOHT,
Business Manager.

STRICKLER,
F resident.
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FINANCIAL SPEED LIMITS
8
AND HOW TO CONTROL THEM 6
6

ot long after the death of l.ouis the Magnificent
there developed In Ftatice the world's first great experiment in bunking and speculation. A powerful central
bank of Issue and reserve was established nnd a stupendous monopoly trading company was organized. All
know, in outline, at least, the disastrous consequences
of John Law '8 bank and Mississippi company. Their
failure was not due to any radical defect In the great
Institutions of credit and commerce, which the genius
created. Their failure whs due to the fact
of John
that Law and his colleagues were unable to direct wisely and with moderation the great Institutions which thej
After Ijws failure one of the wits
had established.
of Paris published a cartoon In which he represented
the goddess of stocks In a chariot driven by the goddess
of folly. Substituting the twentieth century autocar for
the eighteenth century chariot, there is much that is sug- gesive in .this figure that comes to us from John Law's
time.
Folly leading stocks! Was there ever a better rep
resentation of madness of unregulated speculation?
Wiiat we call credit and speculation are two deli
cate but powerful machines capable of enormous bene
fits to civilization, but working ruin when guided by
folly. They are like those forty-fiv- e
horse power auto
of our
mobiles which speed along the thoroughfares
cities and towns. What splendid machines they are,
what wonderful products of the skill of modern Indus
trial art, how responsive to the control of the guiding
hand, how easily directed from one side to the other,
how quickly stopped, and yet how powerfuj in action,
annihilating space and time! But let folloy guide them,
let recklessness govern them, and terrible is the death
and destruction that follow.
So with these machines of credit and speculation;
how majestic are their sweep and power, how they annihilate space and time, crowding into a single decade
what might be the legitimate achievements of a century. Yet let folly direct them and a panic, ruin,
bankruptcy and human wretchedness incalculable en

o
o

Grocery Comp'y.
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WE SELL

THE

BEST OF

EVERYTHING.
DON'T CHARGE ANY .MORE

THAN

article:

American monetary markets are the most erratic In
the world. In Europe and even in Canada, where systems of varying elasticity exlBt, rates usually average
between 3 and 5 per cent, very rarely going more than
one or two points outside of these figures. What would
Toodon, Paris or Berlin think of rates ranging from 10
to 125 per cent, such as have been paid here, not in
panic but In prosperity. No civilized country in the
world maintains a system so
to its wants as
the United States. That we are so far astern in this respect Is a sore reflection upon our national Intelligence.
Kven Canada, which works under conditions closely re
sembling our own. Is far in advance of us In this respect. Across the border the same to and fro movement of funds for
purposes takes place ev
ery autnmn as here. But who ever hears of such.
spasms of stringency in Canada as occur on this side of
the border. The Canadian banks issue currency to the
par of their capital as needed. When Interest rates ad
vanee, the supply of currency increases; when interest
rates decline, contraction takes place smoothly and
naturally, by means of proper redemptive facilities.
Thus the equilibrium is automatically maintained. This
system baa worked satisfactorily and without friction
Tor over thirty years, not a dollar having been lost on
any Canadian bank note during that period.
ed

crap-movi-

FOR THE HOUSE

George A. Kaseman baa been a resident and business
aian of Albuquerque for many, years. He has large in
teresis in New Mexcio, and is reckoned one of the most
successful of the younger class of men engaged in busl- aess In the territory. AVhiie not active in politics he
has had quite an opportunity to lecome acquainted with
affairs as deputy in the office or United Slates Marshal
Fo raker.
Modesto Ortht is a lawyer of the Old Town, a half
brother of Benjamin M. Reed, of Santa Fe, and by reason of a good education in both fcigllBh and Spanish is
well known as one of the
interpreters from either
language Into the other, to be found in the whole terri-

lt

tory.

These two gentlemen will make a most excellent legislative team, and the interests of the town and county
will be safe in their hands. Neither has any fad to air
nor any ambition to pose as orator, reformer or martyr,
and hence there will not be temptation to cither to talk
off the arms of their fellow delegates.
Every republican who reads the platform adopted
by the republican county convention laxt night, tmiHt
feel as does the old war hourso when he hears the sound
or the bugle. Good, Ktrong, true, republican in every
line and guaranteeing everything that any republican
can ask for, when the republicans who bad been tricked
Into supporting a mongrel democrat movement, read
Ihose resolutions every drop of republican blood in their
hearts will deman their return to the republican fold.

There 1m but ouo ticket now which even the morning paper can calf republican. The name, the emblem,
the nomination of candidates for county officers all
these things the I'erreoto-Jesu- s
combine tried to steal
from the repabliran party, and like small boys stealing
apples they have been compelled to give up tint name
and enibW-in- ,
and to take on a democrat organization.
But that wax what the morning paper was working for.
The tnoruiug paper has a peculiar Idea of voting for
trandldates, when it urges that the better the candidates
on the republican ticket the larger should be their defeat. Bat yet this Is consistent on the part of the morning paper for
lias always championed the worst men
and the won measures, known lu the political life of
New Mexico.
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Boy's Underwear
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by every standard,

whether it bo
workmanship, whether style or patterns, our new Fall nnd Wirtor Suits and
Overcoats for Young Men prove Iheir superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful in their attainments.
There Is refinement In every detail In the appropriateness of the color
effects, in the fashioning of the lapels, In the graceful
back lines of the coats and In the perfect set of the
trousers. In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained in our
lines of
Youg Men's
e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive order places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially in
the complete
size assortments prices from $10.00 to 2o.OO.
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FICIENT SERVICE.
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Our Acorn Heaters

AT JAFFA'S.

CONVENIENT

AND

ur Stock of Neaters

ECONOMICAL.

We have decided not to carry such a large

ment of heating stoves.

S. W.

"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARE RECEIVED.

MANZANO

assort-

NOW

is the chance to
buy your stove. We have marked them so near
to cost that it doesn't pay for delivery.

Jaffa Grocery Co.

J

TIBOM&'

SOW

House Furnishers

MOUNTAIN

Elks' Opera House!
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TO CRIME

THE BEST IN TOWN

....One Night Only....
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(Continued From Page One.)
It was a foregone conclusion that Andrews would
be renominated because all New Mexico is in favor of
for It. I told him 'no' any
Andrews being returned to congress. He Is the only cartridges
how.
man for the place at this time and will be returned by
The Murderers Got Nervoui.
the largest vote ever given a delegate from New Mex"Sals ate very rapidly, but Valles
ico.
seemed in no particular hurry. Both
This Is republican year in New Mexico. The re- seemed a little nervous, however, es
cent democratic convention denoted that when it nom pecially the long man. After awhile,
inated I.arruzolo for delegate to congress, a man who probably 4 o'clock in tne afternoon,
Is afraid to express his views on the statehood question. they left, taking what horses remainThey had acted very
ed in .camp.
What would Larrazolo amount to as a delegate? With queerly, but I still believed
that the
the house and senate republican? Larrazolo would bet- men had got lost or one of them had
family."
"large
support
his
ter remain at home to
been accidentally hurt, and that ail
Larrazolo's stupidity in his speech at this place was would be right in the end. But after
simply "awful." He deserted his "large family" for the Sunday had come and gone, and the
sake of New Mexico democracy. (What a pitiful sight). men had not returned, I began to susHe thought to impress his hearers that being "a poor pect that something was wrong, and
Monday morning I set out on foot
man" he was sacrificing much to leave his law office on
to find someone, I didn't care niurh
have
should
he
"democracy"
hcwl
when
and
bench
work
who, just bo it was someone I could
remained and make bread for his "large family." Did tell niy troubles to. I took my pistol
it ever occur to larrazolo, "the learned scholar," that and a canteen of watet with me. I
the wages of a congressman are very respectable, and soon found a well traveled road aad,
would no doubt enable him to take better care of his following it, came upon the settlement ot Sais. The distance that 1
"large family?" Hence his howl for "democracy
Mr. Andrews is a man of power in congreess, a man had walked was four miles, so they
told me at Sais.
whom the congress holds In high esteem. Mr. Andrews
How the Bodies Were Found.
nor
views,
is of and for New Mexico not afraid of his
"I told my story there and some
afraid to accomplish something. And. remember, Mr. parties took me to a justice of tne
peace, where we swore a warrant out
Andrews is. a republican and on the republican ticket
a vote for Andrews means to vote for the advancement for the Mexicans for horse stealing.
They hud driven away our horses.
of New Mexico.
chairman of the Then a searching party was sent out
Hon. H. O. Bursum was
rind the men If possible. It was
territorial republican central committee, and this was to
scarcely a half mile from I ho camp
exactly right. No comment is necessary. Alamogordo to
where the bodies were found. McNews.
Laughlin had been shot first. The
bullet bad entered his head in the
back and came out of the left eye.
MEXICO
TOOK
WHY NEW
He had died Instantly.
There was
evidence that Jim and the Mexicans
NO PRIZE AT SEAGIRT
had stood still for a moment after the
killing of McLaughlin, then Jim had
OOOfCOOOOOO(XXX00000MX0000(X
started io run. He was shot twice.
The New Mexico squad that failed to get a prize The Hist shot took effect In the shoulat be national shoot at Seagirt is still explaining the der;
don't know which one. He apcause, but not one of Its members has stated it as clear- parently iitn for quite a distance, 'hen
sat down. He was shot, the second
ly as has Major Robert Lynn Roberts, of Clarksburg
West Virg'.'iia. the member of the crack ride team sent time hi the buck of the head, and
from all appearances this shot whs
s
from that stale to Seagirt. He says:
tired while he was in a sitting
"We went to Seagirt, with our ritles and a few box
tip
the
es of matches with which to take the shine from
The Murderers Confessed.
of the sieht. Then we stretched out on our stomachs
Mr. Ilillingslea said that the Mex
and banned icans confessed the killing, but each
in good old fashioned mountain fashion
away at the targets. Some of our squad have valises said tliat tlie other did the killing.
full of medals for shooting, but we didn't need any new Winn asked what was their motive
for klllin:; the Americans they said
Valises at Seagirt.
they had intended stealing the
"While we were thing away, feeling for the wind that
woman i.ut Mrs. Ilillingslea says that
and
by instinct, the New York squad came up to the line
neither of them attempted to Injure
began unloading lis paraphernalia.
It seemed like each her. She believes that they commitFirst he ted the murder for the guns and the
maikniKin had a wagon load of ginicracks.
would put up a tripod, on which he would stick a long horses, but got frightened and let the
pole. On top of that be set cups, In which blew the horses go. The rllie was found at the
ot Sals and Valles had the pisbreeze. This was some son of wind gauge. Then they home
'I he murderers
tol when arrested.
everyThey
did
unloaded thermometers and telescopes.
were taken to Socorro to await the
thing but send' a man to the target with a gimlet to bore action of the Socorro county grand
a hole In the lnillseye and then send a bullet by a
Jury, which meets in December.
messenger to be plugged into the hole.
."That was tc much for West Virginia. IHwn our Torments of Tetter and Eczema Allayed.
way there is hardly a man that can't bore a hide in a
The Intense itching characteristic
buza
Ht
from
Jon
yards
pick
dollar
feathers
silver
or
of eczema, tetter and like skin dls
zard at Soil or more, but on the beach at Seagirt we eases is instantly allayed by applying
up with the thermometer-baromete- r
didn't stem to
Chamberlain's Salve, and many sesoldiers.
vere cast's have been permanently
cured by its use. For sale, by all
"What puzzles me is what giod that kiud of shoot
in' Is goin' to do in war time. Iiy the time a man has bi druggists.
wind gauge up he's likely to be ready for the Rod
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
Cross." New Mexican.
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Per Gallon

$X.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Complete Scenic Production of
Shakespeare's Greatest Comedy

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

The Merchant
of Venice
A

By
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COLORADO
To--SI,

ACTING

Paul, Minneapolis,

MAGMflCLNTLY

Duluth

COSTUMED

. AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenrh 8t.,
Sale of seats opens at Matson's Denver,
Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
book store on Monday, October 8, at
JAMES CULTON,
9 o'clock.
Commercial Agt

Price: 50c, 75c.

and St.OO
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B. K. ADAMS

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
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THE SHORT LINE

Mr. Joseph DeCrasse
as Shylock
Supported
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is to make
each dollar earn you interest.
I he dollar never wears out but
just keeps on Increasing. Interest
makes your reserve. The interest
makes more dollars and increases
your reserve. The Interest that
the bank pays on savings, in
a few years, will equal the principal if compounded. Capital drawing interest will increase surprisingly fast. Only those who have
tried it really know.
Did you ever loan money to a
bank? Lots of people do. It's a
paying business.
Whenever you have money that
Is not invested and you are looking
for a place to put it, loan it to a
nank. Your money in the bank
available at all times.

THE

well-to-d-

BANK

o

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

.JUST RKCKIVKD

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- - Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Evansviue, ma.;
phis, Vicksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack- A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
sonville, Fla., and H other polo's In
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Emtalmer
Remember, we handle the best
TIME TABLE meats and a full line of choice s.

RAILROAD

Colorado, Blk 299
Cornar Fifth and Railroad Avanua

t'io-cerie-

LOMMORI

Sl MATTEUCCI.

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. lit-- , departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives ll:6r We keep the quality of our bread
p. in., departs 12:1)9 a. tn.
This is possible
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex up to the highest.
press, arrives 6:45 p in-- , departt by using
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
The Best Flour,
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m-- , departs 8:15 p. m.
The Best Labor,
No. 3. California Limited, arrive!
The Best Methods,
11:05 a. in., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express
not only in mixing and baking, but
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. m.
also in taking care of and selling
Southbound.
bread. If you want the best
No. 27 E! Paso train, departs at 12:35 the
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O. P. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In

Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
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"Good Things to Eat"
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Henry Clews, the noted New York banker, devoted
his financial review for last week to a demand for currency elasticity. The following la a sample of his

TUESDAY,
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THE JAFFA o

The Citizen congratulates the republican party, not
only of Bernalillo county, but of the entire territory of
New Mexico, upon the excellent work done at the counlarge, the
ty convention last night. The attendance
order perfect, the interest great, the proceedings regular and open, while the ticket selected is one of which
the entire party may Justly be proud. Without doubt or
denial it is one of the strongest and cleanest ever offered
to the voters of Bernalillo county.
The Citizen raises the ticket to its masthead, not
only because it is the only republican ticket in the field,
but because the paper can endorse those of whom the
ticket is composed as conservatively chosen from among
the ranks of true and stanch republicans of the county.
The men are able to stand upon their records. They
re well known in the community where they have lived
for years, and where personally they stand as high as
the highest.
The Citijsen is especially pleased that the chararter
of the republican candidates renders a clean campaign
possible, and to the best of its ability this paper shall
labor to make this possibility an actuality. The people
themselves are capable of contrasting the republlcnn
candidates with those on the
ticket, and that they will do so and vote accordingly,
Koes without saying.
Both before the convention and already since, the
morning democrat organ of this city, in Its efforts to disrupt the republican party for benefit of the democracy,
has charged and no doubt will continue to charge that
the republican candidates are mere tools, creatures,
puppets of F. A. Hubbell. But such a claim can fool
no one. The men who compose the republican ticket
are men In every sense of the term men having material Interests in the county and city, men to whom na- sue.
ture has given thp ability to think for themselves and
Now, there is no sense in destroying the machines,
who have done 30 and will continue to do so, men who in closing up the stock exchange nnd abolishing banks,
sever have and never will bow the truckling knee to any
folly may sometimes preside over them. The
man alive, men who are true to their principles and to because
thing is to train men properly to run them.
the
upon
look
may
to
after
be relied
their party and who
There has been a great deal of talk lately about
best Interests of Bernalillo county aid Albuquerque city. bringing out new models. Mr. Vanderllp, for Instance,
is understood to favor a 1907 model to be known ns a
W. B. CHILDERS
central bank of reserve. Mr. Schlff has lately declared
Albuquerque Is the largest and wealthiest city in In favor of a new model which he calls currencyreform.
New Mexico. Bernalillo Is the smallest but wealthiest There is an asset currency model, and an emergency
county In New Mexico. Both city and county always circulation model, and the chamber of commerce special
lave had, and now have more than ever, many and committee is shortly to report the running qualities of
large Interests to be looked after in the territorial legis- the credit machine.
lature. The republican party was very happy, thereBut, after ali, the main question is not the kind of
fore. In the selection of its candidates last evening for bank and the kind of speculation, but the kind of men
both houses of the territorial legislature.
who are to run the banks and lead the speculative
W. B. Childers Is recognized throughout New Mex- forces. When one rides In an automobile he Is not so
ico, where he has lived for many years, as one of the much concerned in the make of the machine and its
brainiest men of whom the territory can boast, while as particular model as he is in the man who has his hand
a lawyer his talent and attainments are second to none. on the controller. Keep your' eye therefore on the
For a number of years he has been a republican, his
accession to the party having been welcomed by every
Wlhat we want are wise, prudent and conservative
member In It, to whom the party was or more worth chauffeurs of the financial autos. There is always dan
than his own personal ambitions. That Mr. Childers ger that men who guide these machines will become
to the democracy when In the full vigor inflamed by the excitement and pleasure of great speed
bade good-by- e
of his manhood was certainly to Ms credit, and that he and putting on full power and going faster and faster,
has been a power In the republican party ever since his disregarding all laws, will plunge us into panic and
adhesion is a fact which admits of no denial.
ruin. The men we want are men who guide us safely
In his hands, as member of the territorial council, and will keep within the reasonable speed limits of
the Interests of Albuquerque, of Bernalillo county and credit and speculation.
Indeed of New Mexico at large, will certainly be well
horse power financial auto is
When a forty-fivplaced. He is a man of affairs, well versed In the needs speeding down the road at fifty miles an hour we do not
of this' section of the territory in particular as in those put ourselves In front of It In order to stop it. But we
of the territory In general, and his legal knowledge and can Btand on the side of the road, and with a stop watch
training will be of inestimable advantage at this time In our hand, ascertain whether the speed limits are bewhen New Mexico may be upon the very verge of
ing exceeded, and we can take the number of the offending machine. Wall Street Journal.
ra
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Local freight train. No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. in., and car
rieg passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 1:- -)

a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angelin ano

San Francisco.
All trains daily.
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FOR COUNTY OFFICES
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By the Republicans at a Rousing County Convention Held Last Night at

the Elks' Opera House.
WILLIAAl B. CHILDERS FOR COUNCIL
KASEMAN AND ORTIZ FOR HOUSE

Hon. Thos. B. Catron, of Santa Fe. Addressed the
E. W. Dobson Was Made Temporary
ention-Col.

Conv-

iiouured. J, Porter Jones seconded
Hie nomination and Mr. Childers was
chosen by acclamation.
Chiiilis Ciiadwick was next on the
floor with the name of George A.
isascman for the house of representatives. F. A. Hubbell seconded the
nomination and Mr. Knseman was
also selected by acclamation..
This
nomination was regarded with ome
surprise by the convention but It was
enthusiastically
received, however,
and there was no diss"nllng vote on
his nomination.
N'tstor Montoya placed In nomination the name of Modesto Ortiz ns the
other house representative. Mr. Montoya referred to Mr. Ortiz a a
e
lawyer. The convention promptly nominated him niter the nomination
was seconded.
The two candidates
for county
commissioners, Severo Sanchez and
J. B. Mayo were nominated by Nestor Montoya and George Learnard respectively. Their names were received
with applause. Mr. Sanchez Is the
present lncumlient of the office for
which he was nominated last night.
Isidto Sandoval was placed in nomination by Frank A. Hubbell for probate judge and ne was chosen by acclamation. Then Nestor Montoya was
chosen for probate clerk, by Modesto
Ortiz. His nomination was" promptly
seconded and carried with apjilau.se.
After these nominations, came the
ringing speech of the evening, in
which W. B. Chliders placed the name
of Thomas S. Hubbell in nomination
for sheriff. Mr. Childers referred to
the forced resignation of Mr. Hubbell
two years ago which, he said was
the result of arbitrary action and personal enmity.
"This man was ruthlessly turned
out of office," he said, "and we owe it
to our self respect to administer a
stinging rebuke to the assumption or
power which demanded his resignation. The charges against him were
trumped up and they were trivial In
their nature. I am willing to take
issue with any man who wishes to
deny what I have said. We must
elect Thomas S. Hubbell to vindicate
ourselves," he exclaimed dramatically.
Mr. Huhliell'8 nomination
acwas
claimed with much applause.
M. E. Hickey nominated George F.
Albright for assessor and T. N.
took the floor to nominate C.
Ed. Newcomer for the office of treasurer and
collector, paying
him an eloquent tribute. The nomination was unanimous.
M. E. Hickey proposed another candidate, J. E. Miller, principal of the
high school; wbom he mentioned for
superintendent of county schools. He
recited a humorous antedote
In a
short speech, which made a hit with
the crowd and the name of Mr. Miller
was added to the ticket with hearty
accord.
Don J. Rankin was selected,, for.
.uuniy Burvoyor ijuer a nominating
speech by O. G. Bebber and then Mr.
Childers named H. F. Raynolds, M. K.
Hickey, T. N. Wilkerson, T. C. Gutie--re- z
and E. W. Dobson for delegates to
the constitutional convention.
The republican county committee
was named as follows: Frank A.
Hubbell, Thomas S. Hubbell, V. n.
Childers, W. S. Strickler, W. D. Metzgar and two others whose names were
not supplied. This committee will
serve until the next county convention, as was determined last nignt. after a motion to that effect by Thos.
S. Hubbell, who made their term two
years, but tne motion was amended by
Frank A. Hubbell, who named the
next county convention as the explri-tloof their term.
W. B. Childers followed with a motion empowering the committee to fill
any vacancies which might occur on
the ticket and to make any changes
necessary without another convention
should such changes be
needed
through the action of the court on
the reapportionment contention.
It
was carried.
Nestor Montoya presented a resolution to make the republican emblem
in this county the "flag," which was
adopted by the territorial committee
at Las Vegas.
Frank A. Hubbell announced a
meeting at his office at 10 o'clock this
morning and the convention adjournself-niRd-

and Permanent Chairman.

THE CANDIDATES.
For MemWr of Legislative Council W. H. Childers.
George A. KaMMiiati
For Moniliers of House of Representatives
and Modesto C. Ortiz.
For County Commissioners Severo Sanchez, First District, and
J. B. Mayo. Second District.
For Probate Judge Isidro Sandoval.
For Probate Clerk Nestor Montoya.
For Sherifr Thomas S. Hubl)cll.
For Assessor George F. Albright.
Collector C. Ed Newcomer.
For Treasurer and
For Superintendent of County Schools J. A. Miller.
For County Surveyor Don .1. Rankin.
Candidates for Constitutional Convention Frank A. Hubbell, T.
S. Hubbell, T. N. Wilkerswn, H. F. Kaynolds, .M. E. Hickey, T. C.
Gutierrez, E. W. Dobson..
Members Republican County Central Committee Frank A. Hubbell, T. S. Hubbell, T. N. Wilkeison, W. B. Childers, V. S. Strickler,
V. D. Metzgar, and two others to be named later.

'

i.one much but. he could have done
nothing if he had rot been backed
Republicanism was in evidence at up by the republican party."
then reviewed the recElks' opera house last night where ordMr.of Catronparty
In passing the ship
the 111 delegates to the republican subsidy the
bill, Panama canal legislation,
county convention nominated candirailroad rate law and referred !n
dates for the legislative council, mem- the
legislative passing, to the employe liability act,
bers of the territorial
recent federal enactmen's.
house, and the regular county offices. andTheother
Attending the convention were more eloquentclose of his address was an
appeal for party harmony.
than BOO people. The stage was deco- "The party,"
"appeals
rated with flags and there was band to this country.he exclaimed,
It appeals to all to
music, enthusiasm and harmony. The Join Its
ranks. Let all dissensions
convention was in session for two stop. There
must be harmony in the
hours and a half and during this time party,
united work and united action
stirring speeches were made In angreater prosperity may prevail. I
nouncing the candidates. Not a neg- that you
all good night and hope you
ative voice responded when the candi- bid
will have a prosperous convention and
dates were placed in nomination, all elect
your ticket."
of them being named by acclamation.
The Credentials.
While the committees on resolutions'
credential, etc., were In deliberation,
The report of the committee on
Hon. Thos. B. Catron of Santa Fe, for- credentials reported by Mr. McCreignt
mer delegate to congress, addressed was called for. Thomas S. Hubbell
ttie convention. He spoke for fifteen moved that the report be adopted and
minutes confining his address to na- it was carried unanimously.
tional affairs and the record of the
Maynard Gunsul filed the report of
republican party during the pasa the committee on rules
order and
twenty-fivyears. His speech was Thomas S. Hubbell, for and
the committee
Interrupted frequently with applause. on permanent organization,
recomChairman Frank A. Hubbell of the mended E. W. Dobson, chairman; P.
republican county central committee, Hanley, secretary; Apatacio
called the convention to order at 8 assistant secretary, and IsidroMontoya,
Sandoo'clock. He made a short address, in val
and M. C. Ortiz, interpreters.
which he declared:
While the convention awaited the
"I must say, my friends, that. I am report on
the band played.
pleased to note the harmony in the Attorney resolutions
A. Spiess of Las
republican ranks in Bernalillo county. Vegas wasCharles
upon
for a sneech
The republican county central com- but tie was called
not present. After the
mittee issued a call for this conven- - music the resolutions committee
sub
tion sometime ago and the call will mitted-thfollowing resolutions;
be read by the secretary after which l
The Resolutions.
we will proceed to business."
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 8. 19(li;.
Secretary Nos or Montoya read the
Mr. Chairman:
We, your commitcall.
E. W. Dobson was chosen tempor- tee on resolutions, beg leave to report
ary chairman and P. Hanley secretary. tne rouowmg resolutions for the conThese gentlemen were subsequently sideration of this convention:
We hereby declare that we reaffirm
made permanent officers by acclamation. Mr. Dobson thanked the con- and adopt the platform adopted by
vention and expressed his pleasure it the territorial convention he'd at. Tjih
being chosen cnairman. "Every con- Vegas, on the '2'jih day of September,
vention is always the most imporant a. u. lWUi.
And we empnasize the resolutions
ever held," he said, "and this will be
an important one in the political His- approving of the administrations of
president Roosevelt and Governor
tory of Bernalillo county."
"It is reported that some of t lie reand of the course of our delepublicans of this county have wan- gate in congress, Hon. William H.
dered from the fold." he declared, Andrews, and we especially emphasize
"and to look over this magnificent the resolution endorsing joint stateaudience it would seem that they have hood.
We further emphasi.e and approve
all returned." He paid a high compliment to the party and predicted the the recommendation that a primary
ticket placed In nomination would be election law be enacted, and pledge
one which no republican voter need be the leglslalive nominees of this convention to work to that end.
ashamed.
We further pledge our legislative
William H. Burke then moved that
a committee of five be appointed on representatives to work for a compermanent organization which was plete revision of the election laws of
amended by Frank A. Hubbell who New Mexico so that the result of elec
suggested that all of the committees tions shall lie beyond question In ache named at. once to facilitate ue cordance with the votes cast by the
transaction of business. The motion, people at the polls as far as legislawith Its amendment,
carried,
'ine tion can secure the same.
personnel of the committees follows:
And we further pledge our legislaOn permanent organization
T. S. tive nominees for the enactment of
Hubbell, Jose raeheco, A. A. Crosby, laws for the reduction of salaries, and
J. Porter Jones, T. Sabedra.!
for the substitution of salaries for
On credentials
W. T. McCrelght. fees and emoluments wherever the
O.
1. Huzzell, Umis Inglee. P V same is practicable.
Sandies, J. i Gonzales.
We pledge the republican party of
On nil. s Maynnrd Gunsul, e. n. the county of Bernalillo and tne nomChiv.-HJose I.. Garcia, p. Nuanes, inees of this convention to work for
I). Kusenwald.
nonest and square administrations of
On resolutions W. B. Childers, M the affairs of the county of Bernalillo.
K. Hickey, C. Salazar, H. Chaves, W.
We further pledge the legislative
H. (iillenwater.
nominees of this convention to work
Mr. Catron's Speech.
for such legislation as will promote
The various committees went in'.i the general prosperity of the territory
conference and during the Interim and especially such legislation as will
Hon. Thomas H. Catron, who was in- foster-nn- d
promote the local interests
troduced by Mr. Ixibson, said in part: of the county of Bernalillo, not incon"The republican party stands for sistent with such general interests of
Aerything grand and great and good. 'he territory.
The republican
arty is content jo ,
Respectfully siiliiiiitien'
stand u;iun its recorj ; it permits
W. B. CHILDERS.
actions to show what it has done and
Chairman.
to what it ir entitled for its accomThe resolutions were adopttd on
plishments. The party has managed motion of Ciiarles Chad id; and at
the affairs of the country for un un- 'his juncture
s
the only
broken period of ten years. Th
part in the entire proceedfirsat of the lamented McKlnley ings.
was to pass an act which has bene
Col. Burke Objects.
Col.
v. H UiHkt) protested lhai
titled the producer; which includes
both i he capitalist and the laborin-Hie plauk with reference to s'atehool
man, ; ri
makes all classes enjoy did not meet, his endorsement.
great r prosperity.
l refer to th
vehemently .declared that ho wantel
liingley act. which inc; eased tlie price "' go on record as being against joint
of
from 4 cenn to 17 cents and stat. hood and asked that the conven
ini reused our live Mock in'- rests aw Hon be allowed to discuss the joint
well.
statehood part of the resolutions and
of this act vote on them. "I am not here to re"Before the pas-at- e
there was between two hundred mil- tard the proceedings of this convenlions and three hundred millions in tion, Mr. Burke said, "but I am unHie balance of trade aainM usvtvery qualifiedly against the joint statehood
year, now the balance pep annum in proposition
Chair- our favor is something like $.Vmi,mki,.
Dobson
assured
the
oiio.
sl'""'
aere was no intention to
' Hut
r
on the resolutions. "You
that is not al! The republican party has shown the world ti
ttle late in getting n,"
we are a part of the body politl
Twenty-fivthis world.
"yuars
Nominations.
we were looked uion with conte
Jtion
were next In
today we are regarded with re,
in a neat speech
by all the world lowers.
And
me of W. U. Childers in
Because we have a president wl
legislative
r
the
council.
strong. He has irought peace
. whlcn
greeted the
he litis assrted our rihtg. He
name, w;:s pro-- ,
THE CONVENTION.
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Important Busines Transacted
and Appreciative Rcsolu- Hons Introduced
and Passed.
attended public meeting held
church last
night. In the interest of foreign mis- sions, brought to a close one of the
most useful and Important sessions of
the synod of New Mexico ever held
by that body. The meeting was addressed by the new moderator, Rev.
John Meeker, and also by Rev. Allen
Krichbaum, both of whom delivered
able talks on this Important theme.
At the close of. the meeting the synod
adjourned to hold lis eighteenth annual session In Las Cruces next year.
Yesterday's procoedlngs covered a
variety of subjects. Those attracting
most attention were Sabbath observance, relief of aged and dependent
ministers, the work of the freedmen
and evangelical work. Dr. Marshall
delivered another of his telling addresses on this subject, applying his
remarks more particularly to pastoral
effort In evangelical lines. During the
fall and winter It was announced that
evangelist,
John W. Ste'ele, the
with his singer, B. R. Hoppy, will
again hold services at various points
within the territory represented by
this synod. The new organization of
(he Presbyterian
church for men,
called the Presbyterian Brotherhood,
was also one of the subjects attracting (he synod's attention yesterday.
The Brotherhood Is to hold Its first
convention In Indianapolis, Ind., November 14 and 15, and Rev. Hugh A.
Cooper of this city, J. E. Wood of
Santa Fe, S. W. Gilbert of Artesia and
T. C. Moffett of Tucson were appointed to represent the synod at that
meeting.
The first convention will
consist of representatives from social unions, civic clubs, male Bible
classes, the Brotherhood of Andrew
and Philip and in fact from all male
organizations under Presbyterian tutelage throughout this country. It is
expected that many distinguished
speakers will address the convention,
among whom will be
Grover Cleveland. HonWllllam J.
Bryan. Hon. John Wanamaker,
Cockrell and Justice John M.
This convention. It is exHarlan.
pected will give Impetus to a movement Inaugurated by the last Presbyterian general assembly for the purpose of bringing church work and
church Influence nearer io the young
men and especially to the working
classes of the country.
A pleasant feature of the day's pro
ceedlngs'was the passing of the following resolutions:
"Resolved, that we most heartily
congratulate the pastor and people of
A well

in

the First Presbyterian

LAW!

Five of New .Mexico's most distinguished iMilitlcal leaders met at the
W. H. Andrews' club rooms this af
ternoon to confer on and if possible
agree upon some interpretation of the
territorial election law. Those present
were Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman
of the territorial republican central
committee; Hon. Solomon Luna an 1
W. it. Childers, representing the republican party; Hon. A. A. Jones,
chairnuin of the territorial
central committee, represent
ing the democrats, and Attorney General lteid, representing the governor.
At 3:IW o'clock there was no possibility of any conclusions being reached
this afternoon. In a general discus
sion w hich came early in the meeting
it cropi cd out that it Is barely possible, according io one interpretation
cf the law, thai the democrats will be
compelled to have issued in each county a ticket bearing :he name of tin
democratic nominee for delegate to
coiist ss, even though no county democratic ticket should exist. Valencia
county, as well as Sandoval and Bernalillo counties, will be affected alik-by Ii i decision, should II be reached
his conference.
Delegate
iy
F. A. Hubbell and Thos. is.
upCatrtiii were in rested spectator
on the conference, while a number of
petty politicians hovered about til'
meeting in the halls of the Armij)
building.
demi-cratl-

i

A Badly Burned Girl
or boy, man or wou.an. is
out of pain if Bucklen's Arm 4 Salve
is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of
Tekoiisha, Mich., sa)S: "I us it In
"iy family for cuts, sores and all
skin Injuries, and find I; uferfett."
Quikest pile cure known. Best heal
ing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
OUR RUQ DEPARTMENT I a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.

I

ALBERT FA.BER
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Anti-Saloo- n

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Anti-Salo-

i

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

)
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M. BERGER,

oeo4ce
FRENCH

WANTED.

At once, lioy, about 14 to 16 years
old, who desires to learn the printer's
trade. Apply at this office.

J$l Pat

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

BAKERY

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

AT

CAFE
ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT.
HENRY GOETZ. PROPRIETOR.

isMSf

I

117 Gold Avenue

1
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GO. 1

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells yon ta order
ack of
'
EMPRE83 FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you ahonvl (
get the order), that yon could Ml
On) It, for erery flmt-cla(tomo
handles EMPRESS. Ton trill alwwpa
find good bread, good olaoolta,
pastry and moat Important of aJh
good cheer to greet yon whn yM
come borne for your dinner. Try M
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Emprsaa af
all others.

A big line of unredeemed overcoats
for sale cheap at Rosenfleld's, 118
West Railroad avenue.

E

&

BORRADAILE

Blood Poisoning
results from chronic constipation,
which Is quickly cured by Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They remove all
poisonous germs from the system and
Infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
and colic, without griping or discomfort. 25c. Guaranteed by all druggists.

HOME-MAD-

. . . . Staab Building

Hottseholci Goods

Anti-Saloo-
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CAKES

Home-Msde- .

Always on Hsnd

City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

All
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

il.

Itrcs here
The

telephone

makes

the

duties lighter,

the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED

Can You Solve This Rebus?

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

A TELEPHONE

IN

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
U

cL

T.

Vets Rooming House Is Conntction,

113

Leon B.Stern.proprietop

Pvllona

(1

.!

NOV.'

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Business Practice
Commercial Law
Manifolding
Banking
Penmanship
Spelling
Corresponds
Business English
New Management
Competent In
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates

iij

.

.ictors

Mmw Hfoxlc-

v v

e o t

Coininei'oiMl
P i i n i ri ir
The

Finest Whiskies

SAMRLtC AND
CLUB ROOMS

Lmttmr Hiatln

Not Hmad

Progrirnt
Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Booka

1

CITJZENJOB Room

In
w

othor worm' a

turn outo
ovary
thing
how to oo

-

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

prlntar know a

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Mllllhmn.

G o
-

We secure good positions for our graduates;
LIBRARY BUILDING.
Princlpml
Albuquerqu;

Avcbsc

J

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
TIME-BE- GIN

Ud

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
i 12 0 West Railroad Avenue

ENTER AT ANY

West

H. O'REILLY & CO.

The St. Elmo

Rnci'noec

Ice

On

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQUETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

A lklimiatraiia

Midnight

Alwayt Ready to Serve

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
lo the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Ad
dress your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of

Th r

12

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

The only condition of the contest is that no aniwen
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.

T

HOME

p.

All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the interesting Rebuses which have appeared In The Ladles' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create Interest In every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

7J0

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

c

i

i

this church on the completion and
dedication of this house of worship;
that we extend to the pastor, officers
and people our sincere (hanks for
their kindly hospitality to all the visiting brethren. In opening (heir homes
for our comfort, and in every way
possible exerting themselves to make
our stay among them pleasant and
agreeable: that we express our thanks
to the officers of the church, to the
members of the choir, to the organist, to the press, for its full reports
of the synod's proceedings, and to
every one connected with this church
who has had a part In making the
meeting of the synod now being
brought to a close so Interesting and
so profitable.
"Resolved, that we recognize the
wisdom of the board of home missions and the good Judgment of our
assembly's committee on evangelical
work as manifested in sending such
a representative as Dr. Marshall of
the synod of Minnesota; that we extend to Dr. Marshall our thanks for
his very helpful and stimulating addresses, and that we assure him that
we shall follow him with our best
wishes and our earnest prayers.
"H. M. CAMPBELL
"NORMAN SKINNER.
"Committee."
A resolution was also passed expressing the satisfaction of the synod
with the practical work of the
league Immediately following
an address on the subject of the
league's work by Its superintendent,
Rev. Wl Wl Havens. It is as follows:
Having heard the report of Rev.
W. W. Havens, superintendent of the
n
league of New Mexico
and Arizona, the synod expressed its
satisfaction with the work done by
him, heartily endorsed his work and
league, and
that of the
urged every member to
with It In Its effort to suppress the
liquor traffic.
Appropriate resolution:! wire also
passed upon the death o! . ev. .1. S.
Phillips, formerly pastor
the Silver city church, and tY ;ynod endorsed the work of t o- Children's
Home Finding society, i
iilch subject it was addressed ' y Rev. Dr.
Lukens.
Rev. Dr. Marshall, wi s" efficient
work before this synod and In the
matter of the dedication of the First
Presbyterian church will long be remembered by the members of the
synod and the people of Albuquerque,
left for his home last night. The rest
of the memliers, with the exception of
Rev. Dr. Lukens and Rev. Mr. Skinner, who still remain In the city, left
on the midnight or morning trains.

p""

The county republican central remittee has established headquarters
In the vild law office rooms of B. S.
Rodey In the Bledsoe building on
Railroad avenue.
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What Strange Things We See
When We Haven't Cot a Gun

hss married
again. This is her eighth venture,
and It probably entitles her to be
considered the best married women
In the world, and probably entitled to
the record. She went Into the business of marrying when she was only
14 years of age, and Is now 39, so
the average period of domesclty enjoyed with each husband's Is aJxiiii.
three years, which is enough to get
acquainted with each of them, but of
course she has to refer to her accounts at times to recall separate ones
She is now Mrs. Le Page, having
married as her last an Americanized
years
Englishman, who Is a few
thn she Is, and has a liberal
Those Which Moved Up Town younger
lank account. She ha been married
to this latest one about bIx months.
In New York Miss Mails
Mrs. he Page has Inclined to Connecticut husbands more than to those of
Every Morning.
any other state, four of her eight coming from the Nutmeg State, while
three have come from New York. Jersey City contributed the other one.
NEW CHILD LABOR LAW IS
She divorced four, and three havo
She has kept track of them
m
mm
4 9
Al VII died.
very well. In deed, and at no time
IN
IN
liKtAI CUT has had two at once, which shows
that even marrying can be carried on
systematically and without errata.
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Had Eight Legal
Court Sustains Car Company,
After all the fuss and fury made
Husbands and Is Under Forty
over the Rapid Transit company's
Years of Age.
charging double fare to Coney Island, and the riots that occurred on
the line when the conductors underNow York, Oct 8. The newspapers took to collect fares, the appellate dithat have moved uptown and plumed vision of the supreme court has dethemselves on hu (trior advantaged, cided that the company Is perfectly
will hive to take back a little of right In Insisting upon passengers
their boaHtlng, for they are making a paying two fares, and that Its collec
poor showing as to the delivery of tion of such fares Is according to
their papers downtown. The Times law. After the fight began to get pretty
nowadays fails to reach the downtown hot the company was compelled, In
ferries on time, lagging far behind the order to satisfy the public and the
other papers, while the Herald, which newspapers, to issue rebate tickets
has leen longer at it. also loses time. promising to refund the extra nlckle
All the Nerr Tork papers reach the if the higher courts decided against
One Woman

Pennsylvania

and Erie ferries in

am-

These

will

Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive

now be

its contention.
ple time to go out on the regular worthless. The courts established In
trains, hut the Times wasn't on time the newspaper offices, are overruled,
m single morning last week or this. much to
the astonishment and indigThis delayV occurs, although they go nation of the cigarette smokers who
press
allow
to
in
order
to
earlier
wrote the decision for the lively
more time to reach the distributing sheets. Judge Gaynor, on whose
points. The Sun was the only news- obiter dictum the papers also relied,
paper in New York that had the
found occasion before the appellate
of Hearst at Buffalo in the court spoke to give out an explna-tlon- ,
edition that It sent to the suburbs, but
to the effect that bis decision
it tad It In full; while the others had was really not of much consequence,
1
In
up
the
o'clock
to
the work done
after all, which is another argument
morning. Even the American, whose for not having any politics On tne
proprietor was nominated, didn't get bench. Hundreds of thousands of doltils nomination as early as other lars are Involved in the matter In
newspapers. But the delay in the ar- checks already issued for rebates,
rival down town of the newspapers while the loss to the railroad com

Blue Point from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

Standards from Texas

norn-inMlo- n

moved uptown to squares pany would have amounted to millions
named after themselves, makes them in a few years.
'
behind their cotemporaries so far as
Teaching down town and suburban territory is concerned.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

that have

New Child Labor Law.
The children wlio work are rejoicing st the new law that went into
ffect on the beginning of this week.
This new amendment to the state
labor law prescribes that the employment of children under sixteen can-jio- t
be continued after sevefc o'clock
The children affected
In evenings.
are all such as are employed In mercantile establishments, business offices, factories, telegraph offices, restaurants, hotels, apartment houses
and ly companies that employ children for the transmission of merchandise or messages. None of these
caa be ept at work after 7 o'clock
Formerly
tinder anv circumstances.
children were permitted to work in
factories until 9 o'clock, and in other
establihhnients until 10 p. m. The
telegraph companies will be badly af
fected, as they have had many boys
uoder sixteen working at night, and
men will have to take their places.
Notice ha been given that the law
will be strictly enforced.
The de
partaucnt of health will look after all
establishments other than factories,
the latter of which will be inspected
by the atate department of labor. The
children, of course, are glad to get
off earlier, and have evenings to them
selves, but then they earn less money,
which both they and their parents
vrant.
The companies Interested will have
to ray our more wages, as they will
have to pay men, instead of boys and
Kins.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention
PHOTOS

1

SOUTH- -

FROM

H
L. F. Hoffman was in town from

H

Socorro yesterday.
Wrtck of the largest store in Coder-Onl- y
Louis Cohn. of Santa Fe, Is regis
house left standing at Co.ln,
tered at the Alvarado.
near Mobile. It was made headquarW. M. Connell was in town yester
ters for relief for the vicinity.
day from Los Lunas.
Col. Ralph Twltchell is in the city
from Las Vegas on law business.
Joseph Baer, the life insurance
agent, is in the city from El Paso.
t ,4 1
C. K. Durbin of Denver arrived in
night. Mr.
Albuquerque Saturday
Durbin is secretary of the Albuquer.
IS
V
que Electric Light & Power company. He will remain here for several days.
Ed. Harsch and Carl Gilman returned to the city yesterday from a four
k
few "VW
days' hunting trip in the Manzano
pilmountains. The trophies of the
JT
1
grimage, which reached to Chllill,
amounted to two wild turkey.
"AAA '
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Warren, who
are about to build a residence on
if? A
their ranch property at Aztec, Ariz-a- re
at the Alavarado for a few days
for the purpose of studying the det
tails of its mission architecture.
The front of the clothing store of
minion Stern has br( n beautified by a
new electric stri. T :e frame of it is
while sixty dia
of oxydized ecu.
of it.
monds emblaze l :'! ctnter
Contractor Tegr.i- j,ut up the sign.
S. Vann, William Deen, B. A. Sley-steN. Ki Sttvens and James Votah
formed a party of Albuquerque Odd
mad
Robbers' Cave In City.
Fellows who 'left here for Deming t )
Hibblngs
sends attend the meeting of the Grand
The western town of
word that, although it hasn't a farm Lodge, which opened there this mornwithin fifteen miles of 4he city. It ing.
lias started a county fair, and has
Roderick Stover, the electrical engi
made a sucess of It. New York, not neer, left Sunday night for Kansas
to be outdone, presents a robbers City and Topeka, Kas., on a business
ave within the limits of the city of trip which will keep him absent from
Greater New York. It Isn't any slouch the city ten days or two weeks. Mr.
of a cave, but is fitted up for six Stover has valuable real estate in To
persona, and is as truly a secret re- peka.
sort as Al Baba's ever was; or at
C. G. Gonzales, a well known ranchleast, was until it was discovered by
and fruit raiser of Los Corrales,
the owner of the land, and he did not man
with a
come upon it until some improvements was In the city yesterday
wagon load of the largest and finest
'
ij.K-- a,ryt
to the land had uncovered the en- apples
A
o
valley.
this
raised
in
ever
rr. Mwry
trance to it. How long the users of few
fS
it had it in service none can tell, but office.of these apples were left at this
It is evident that they were abundW. Y. Walton and Roderick Stover
antly secure from observation, for
had possessed it for returned to the city Sunday morning
the
many years. The cave is situated on from a hunting trip down the Rio
the Pushing road and Isn't far from Grande valley. They brought home
a training school. It is handily con- forty ducks and a large number of
1T
structed, the door 1lng covered with email. They found the best duck
bark, so that it can easily be mistak-- shooting in the neighborhood of Sabi
for a tree, and surrounded by bush- nal.
es, which hide it from passers-by- .
The
Superintendent A. B. Stroup has
room called a meeting of the Bernalillo
ave was fitted up as a well-kep- t
CI
in its center standing a table, with County School Teachers' association
ix aeats surrounding it, but there was for next Saturday to take place in
as with joyous hearts and smiling faces tiiey romp and play v ion a health
no bed. nor any lamp, leading the dis- the Old Albuquerque school house.
.
and hovv conducive to health the eames in which thev indul' o, iL
coverer to believe that the occupants The matter of attendance is not at all
me. outuoor
used dark lanterns when in the room, compuUory, but it Is expected that
life thev enjoy, the cleanlv, regular habits thev should be taught to form and
and divided their booty as secretly a large attendance will be Had.
the
wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health,
No booty or
and daily as possible.
The Gallup Republican says: Mrs
othrt- evidence of thievery was found Minnie Miller of Albuquerque, grand
should
be preserved, not by constant medication, but 1 v careful avoidance cf
and from all the sights shown it was worthy matron of the Eastern Star
of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
every
medicine
impiMsil.le Id tell whether It had been
for this city, was in the city lust
lately occupied or used, or not.
required, to assist nature, o:ly Kiose of known excellence
is
remedial
week and attended the meeting of the
were
local
initiated
star.
Candidates
remedies
used;
should
which are pure and wholesome and trulv beneficial
be
Franchise.
of
Value
Street
The 'eiKleucy with which the rail- and afterward a social time was en
ertect,
pleasant
laxative remedy, Syrup of Fkr,s, manufactured bv
like
in
the
road companies cling to a right of way Joyed by all and refreshments served.
the California Ft Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
formerly news
K. D. Wllbanks,
In the streets, is illustrated by the
nse of PaiU place, In which street dltor on the Las Vegas Optic, arrived
many millions or wen mtormed tamilies, whose estimate of its duality anil
!
company has laid an en in the city on Sunday night and yeS'
1
. : I
1
.11
ea .upm personal
position
Kiitwieuge ana use.
although
".'
excellence
the
terday
news
a
on
has
it
'.uie
rails,
assumed
of
tire
not urn snv cars at all over it in staff of I he Evening Citizen. Mr
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, be- years, except within a few months, Wllbanks conies to The Citizen well
when il egan running a single horse recommended, having had considercar, whit h ran up and down the two able experience on metropolitan news
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
Mocks and fco around into Barclay papers.
nlrint
fnli,im o.-- f
in rtri'.Tirvil method, frnm
treet. Iu the latter street the ono car James Durham, one of the crack
agreeable
in
an
syrup
also held the light of way, but not pitchers of the Western league, to
ally and presented
in which the wholesome Californian
i: in Vesey street, where the City gether with Mrs. Durham, arrived in
blue tigs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore ii is not a secret remafiUiiiritles were able to order the Albuquerque Sunday from Kansas
edy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do net
out on a prescript of the court. City. Mr. Durham expects to spend
The authorities wanted to lay down the winter here. It will be rememapprove of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
a ne-- wooden pavement, so the rail- bered that he played with the Browns
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
!eop!e
new
In
Park
laid
tracks
road
the fair and won severs
place, and themselves supplied the during
of
Figs
always has the full name of
games
team.
home
California Fig Syrup Co.
for
the
tracks t !i the new pavement, which
Mrs. L. B. Putney, who returned
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it is" for sale in
will be extended over the full width
ree-.f th-The car run over the home the other day from Lawrenr
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
t u ks takes in about a nlckle for a Kansas, where this well known lady
met with a very painful mishap, was
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
f
1 ire,
evry day or two, and the
tor and driver consider it quite an out driving yesterday afternoon, an
accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
at Ttie Evening Citizen office io
vent w heu a passenger gets aboard. called
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is eouallv beneficial
Hut the railroad company holds on announce that she was still in tin
land of the living. Mrs. Putney is "lie
to the iraok Just the same.
tor tne parents ana me cnuaren, wnenever a laxative remedy is required.
of this city's grand women, ami this
paper was indeed pleased to see In
in World
Eet Mirried Woman
up and around the city as usual.
J. Wakeuian-Saundtrs.Mrs. Mir
I
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Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

all principal points on the

A. T. & S. F.,

and

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at

rate of $25.00.

For other rates and full in

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
T.

E. PURDY,

f

Agent
L

jlK3000000C00000CC

IR.citCS
MttTING, SUPREME LODGE. KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
$38.05 via Kana City
1906. Rate
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sal. October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
1906.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
COLO.,
DENVER,
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRON 3 OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NERate one and one third fare for round
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Lii.i t 30 days from
date of sale.
CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
This can be extended until
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit,
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be sold at rat. of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 23, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
. Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
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There's Work for you
in California....
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All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale, r ertect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet thowing
T. C. PURDY, Agent,

rite it agei, free
who apply to

to those

Atchisoa. Topeka

Santa

ft

By., Albuquerque
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more ,h!m from the said office of
sheriff of the county of Socorro.
Done nt the executive office, this Cth
day of October, A. I). 1906.
Witness my hand and the great sell
of the territory of New Mexico. By
the governor.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
YOU NEVER HEARD
Secretary of New Mexico.
Indian School Improvement.
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
Superinttndent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the I'nlted States Indian Training
RANGE WITH
A FIVE-HOLschool, in Santa Fe, hns received inWARMING CLOSET.
formation that his recommendations
OVEN, TWO GRATES. WATER
and plans for the construction of adBACK OR RESERVOIR.
ditional buildings at the United States
lndia.i Training school at Santa Fe,
ON TIME
for which Mfi.Oim was appropriated,
during the first stsslon of the
GASH
congress, have been approved
I'V the commissioner of Indian affairs
find are now In the office of the secretary of the Interior for examination
The furniture Man
and approval.
The apropriatlon In
BOTH PHONES
Corner Toil and Send
this Instance, was secured to a great
extent by the good work of Delegate
W. H. Andrews and the construction
of the addi ional buildings will add
roweil a horse from him to go to a materially to the extent aud comfort
balle in the neighborhood, but. In- of the Italian training school near
stead, rode the animal to a neigh- that city.
bor's place, where the Boylan horse
was dWMleed by a gray horse. The
saddle Hnd bridle were taken off and DR. 17. D. RADCLEFFE
put on the last horse stolen, which
seemed to suit the thief's fancy better. The Boylan horse was left on
BAKQUETTED AT ROSWELL
pasture.
The man not returning to his place
of employment the next morning with
Dr. William Railcliffe of Helen. X.
the liorrowed horse, Boylan lost no M., who is in tlie city as the guest
catching
making
hot pursuit,
time in
of Clarence Ullery, was given a banup with the man in the Corrumpaw quet and dinner last night
country. With him, besides the stol- Grand Central hotel by a few atof the
his
en horse belonging to a neighbor, medical friends here, says the
ll
were found eleven head of cattle
Record. The dinner was inforwhich the felow had appropriated on mal, and was given in his honor behis trip across thi country, eight cause of friendship as much as for the
head of which were Identified as
fact that he is secretary of the Xew
to a ranchman residing near Mexico board of health. The menu
Springer, X. M. The owner of the was the choicest and the service perother three head has not been found. fect. There were informal talks and
They are branded with a quarter cir- the evening was delightfully passed.
cle track.
Mr. Ullery was the only guest who. is
Padilla will be prosecuted here for not a physician. The following were
the appropriation of the horse flesh present: Dr. Radcllffe, Clarence Uland in Colfax county for the theft of lery, Dr. J. W. Klnsinger. Dr. W. T.
the hoof and horns.
Joyner, Dr. C. M. Yater, Dr. Beeson,
Dr. Fisher, Dr. Mayes.

STOP! LISTEN!
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

COOPER STIRS UP

MERCHANT

ST. LOUIS PEOPLE
Thousands Are Calling at his
Mound City Head
quarters Daily.

E

$29.00
$26.00

J.

ROUND HOUSE IS!

DESTROYED

BY

FIRE AT GLOBE
dispatch from GioUe, Arizona,
dated October 7. says: Fire resulting
from combustion of oil gas in feed,
tank of locomotive at 6:30 this morn-lnRdestroyed the Gila Valley, Globe
and Northern railroad round house
with four engines and an oil car also
the machine shop and a car of sugar
and partially burned another car of
merchandise.
The tank of the engine that was to
pull the outgoing passenger train was
being filled with oil and an Inexperienced man who was left to do the
work, Tield his lantern close to the
manhole in the top of the tank to see
Instantly there
how it was filling.
was an explosion, which blew the
man off the tank and scattered burning oil all about.
The round house was abla;:e in a
iew moments and the fire quickly
communicated to the machine shop.
Owing to the Intense heat and closeness of the water tank to the burning shop, it was impossible to get
fire apparatus Into play.
The estimated loss to the railroad
is $100,000. The railroad has five
engines still in service. The machine
shop Is the most serious loss to the
railroad company and will cripple
them for several weeks.
The Globe fire company did good
work In preventing the flames spreading to adjacent residence property.

PAUL F. STRAUB
HE

GETS

LIKED

DECORATION.
ALBUQUERQUE

BROTHER OF MRS. S. G.

CART-WRIGH-

r

E. R. Wells, formely
for the Santa , Fe in
stopped off here last
way from Los Angeles
home at La Junta. Mr.

Nation master
Albuquerque,
night on his
to his present
Wells and his
brother have recently acquired several
acres of land a few miles from the
heart of I,os Angeles and It is tneir
intention as sjoii as Mr. Wells can
dispose of h!s i;ru;erty at ,La Junta
to go into the restaurant business in
I. os Angeles.

.

Sherer, night ticket clerk nt

the local station, went to Bernalillo

this morning accompanied by Policeman Kennedy to hunt ducks and
other small game mat might fall in
his way. Just why Mr. Sherer took
the officer along is not known, but It
is thought that if the ducks don't
stand to be shot, more forcible means
will be aplied to get them.
S. R. Mealy, who has been an audi-

tor of the mechanical department for
the Santa Fe for the past year, has
been promoted to the position of motive power accountant with headquarters at Los Angeles. Mr. Mealy's
many friends are pleased to learn of
promotion.
his
well-earne- d

steam shovel and a large force

of men began excavating on the Bar
hill cut. this morning. C. Greening
has charge of the work. The work
undertaken, when completed, will lower the Bar hill grade twelve feet, and
lower It to less than a 5 per cent
grade.

Ford Harvey and Charles Armour
with their wivcg arrived here last
night from Kansas City. The party-ion its way to the Grand Canyon
where the gentlemen are to engage n
a hunting expedition along the north

BEST

T

MEDAL BY
THE PRESIDENT FOR
BRAVERY.
GIVEN

machinist apprentice at the Santa Fe shops at Raton,
met with a very painful Injury wn.ll
at work In the shops the other morning. While at work grinding a chisel
at an emery wheel, the chisel slipped
and the two small fingers of the left
hand were torn off In the wheel. He
went to the office of the company surgeon and had his injures cared for.
A part of lioth fingers can be saved,
for which Mr. Cottlngham is duly
thankful.

A

D. EMMONS

MAJOR

A. J.Cottingham,

A. W.

h

Ros-we-

A

m

fifty-nint-

A Washington dispatch says that as
a recognition of gallant service in the
face of fire, Major Paul F. St rant), a
surgeon in the United States army,
was presented with a medal of honor
Saturday by President Roosevelt. The
presentation was In the White house
and was attended by many prominent
army officers, among them being
General Bell, Judge Advocate General
Davis and General Oliver, assistant
secretary of war.
The heroism which prompted the
giving of the medal was displayed by
the recipient at Alos, Seimbales, Iu-aoon December 21. 1899, when he
voluntarily exposed himself to the
fire of the enemy In repelling an attack of insurgents and at the great
risk of his own life rushed to the rescue of a wounded soldier and carried
him to a place of safety.
Major Straub has visited several
times in Santa Fe. He Is a brother of
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright and his home
Is at Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
He is
on dutv in the 'office of the surgeon
general at Washington, which position he has held since last January.
Previous to his assignment to duty
in the national capital he served in
Paanma as well as in the Philippines.

"In the matter of carnivals, Albuquerque has Kansas City beaten by
long odds."
The above Is a remark made In the
Duke City Saturday by A. H. Bark- ley, who recently returned here from
Kansas City where he took in ths
Priest of Pallas carnival.
Mr. Barkley had charge of the flow
er show during the carnival here. He
has again returned to Kansas Citv.
spending only a short, time In Albu
querque, coming In from Gallup. Mr.
Barkley recently severed his connec
tion wttn the Western Amusement
company.
"The Priest of Pallas carnival was
a disapointment
this year,"- - continued Mr. Barkley. "The Kansas City
show could not compare with the one
given here. The free attractions offer- ed In Albuquerque were far ahead of
mose presented in Kansas City."
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KLPJRTS ARE VERIFIED

Vehicles

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
y.y n.ercbaut tailoring snop Is upstair over No. 209 West Railroad a?e-niiwhete 1 solicit the patronage of
All worit guaranteed
':f jiuhllc.
an
have Tiad fifteen years'
in the business.
Suits made
i '
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
impaired. The specific I use will not
nj'tre the cloth. IiadieV garments
'i si cleaned and walking skirts made
'o order. Give me a trial.

ND-

r,

first-i.-ias- s.

Harness
at Reduced
Prices;

O. BAMBINL

St. Louis, Oct. 9. This city is at
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
present in the midst of an excitement
TiME TO BUY .'. BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
White
House
and
Restaurant
beyond anything that It has experiM5.,,'.Et;.WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS. US
enced in recent years.
Lodging House
Old and young, rich and poor, ail MEALS
AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
seem to have became beside themCONNECTION.
selves over an Individual who was a
No. 209 South Firmt Street.
stranger to St. Louis until two wevks
Corntr First
end Tljtra Avenue
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
ago.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
The man who has created all this
turmoil is L. T. Cooper, president of
the Cooper .Medicine Co., of Dayton, The New York Saloon and
Ohio, who Is at. present introducing
Rooming House
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
bis preparations in this city for the
315 South Second Street.
first time.
HALL, Proprietor
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Cooper is a man about 30 years ef
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coa) and Lumber Cars;
age who has acquired a fortune with One Block From Depot and Two
lafL'afle.
Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa frosts tm
in the past two years by the sale of
Blocks From Postofflce.
Building.
some preparations of which he 4s the
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
Repair on Mining ana mm Machinery m
owner.
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Reports from eastern
cities that
Albaaieraa. . u.
preceded the young man hers were of
Many
of
the most startling nature.
No. 111 North First 8treet
the leading dailies going so far as to DINELLI & LENCIONI. Proprietors.
fctate that he had nightly cured in pub
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
lic places deafness of years' standing Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
with one of his preparations.
The
Put Up for Travelers.
physicians of the east contradicted
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Grntral Betiding Sapplfes
this statement, claiming the thin? to
be impossible, but the facta seemed
'
PIONEER BAKERY
to bear out the statement that Cooper actually did so.
.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Both Phones
In consequence people flocked to
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Third and Marquette
hint by thousands and his preparaWEDDING CAKES A 8PECIALTY.
tions sold like wildfire.
Many of these stories were regardWe desire patronage and w guared as fictitious in St. Louis, nnd until
antee first class baVm
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and Jn order to eell
Cooper actually reached this city little attention was paid to them. Hard- 207 South First Street. A'"u lerque. them right out we will make a very low prlcer based on spot cash coat to.
us and car load trelght
ly had the young man arrived, however, had he begun demonstrations, as
W. L. TRIMBLE i, CO.
he calls them, in public, and dally met
people afflicted with deafness, and LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
with a single application of one of
his preparations actually made deaf Horses and Mulee Bought and Exchanged.
people he?.r again.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CTITY
In addition to this work Cooper advanced the theory that stomach trou- Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
ble was the foundation of nine out of
ten diseases, and claimed to have a
preparation that would restore the
Btomach to working order, and thus
get rid of such, troubles as rheumano CURE thk LUNGS
tism and affections of the kidneys
and liver in about two weeks' time.
WITH
This statement seems to have lieen
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
borne out by the remarkable results
&
CO., Wholesale and Retail Albnqccrq
obtained through the use of this prepJ. KORBER
aration, and now all St. Louis Is apparently mad over the young man.
His headquarters resemble a verit0NSUMPTI0N
Prlea
WE FILL
able stampede. Thousands of people
OUGHSana
COeftfl.OO
are visiting him each day, and the
OLDS
Free Trial.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
druggists are selling, his medicines in
Bureat and Quickest Cure for all
enormous quantities.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVETHROAT and LUNG TROUBAt Consistent
What seems to make Cooper still
NEXT 10 BANK OF
NUE
BACK.
MONEY
or
LES,
more popular is the fact that he pracCOMMERCE.
Prices
tices extensive charitable work and
has already dispensed a small fortune
William' Indian Pile
among the poor of this city.
SDr.
cure Blind,
How long the tremendous interest
and Itching
Pile. It abnorb the tumors.
THIRD
in Cooper will last is hard to estiaUuya the Itcbing at once, acta
mate. At present there seems to be
ua a poultice, nivoa Instant re.
.
Dr. William' Indian Pile Oint. Headquarters for Low Prices
no sign of a let-uPhysicians claim
mcnt Ik nranared for Pi lea and 1 u h.
it to be a fad that will die out as soon
Ing of the private part. Every box Is
hv mnll nn re. on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
as Cooper leaves.
wurrnntcd. ltv
All Klnda of Fresh and Salt Marts
of price 60 cunt and I.OO. UIILLUMS
In justice to him, however, "It hiust eMpt
Stsam 8ausag Factory,
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
MNUFaCTURING
CI.. Prop.. Cleveland.
be said that he already seems to have
EMIL KLEINWORT.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
408 W. Railroad Avanua
accomplished a great deal for the sick
Maaonlo Building, North Third Street,
of this city with his preparations.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Strut

pellt

Rico Hotel and Bar

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

-.

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILL the COUGH

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
fobC

B. RUPPE

I

j j j j

10)11
I

OLEARY

3ooooooooooo

TAILORING

t

STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Moat Market

lli-f-

dniL-ciKt-

CAPTURED SYRIAN

Immigration Inspector O'Leary Sunday morning came upon a man on
COMING EVENTS
train No. 22 of Syrian birth. The
man had sore even Ami
h ha.i nn
government head tax certificate the
.
October 10 The Merchant of
officer placed him in Jail to await Instructions from the chief inspector
November 6. Mahara's Minstrels.
at EI Paso. Mr. O'Leary received
November 8. My Frknd From Artelegram this morning to hold the kansas."
OFFICIAL MATTERS
man until a physician could come to
November H The maid and the
inspect him. The man gave his name Mummy.
as Marcus Curie, but as he spoke no
November 15. Uncle Josh.
Saturday last before leaving Santa English, very
little more could be
Xovember 2C Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Fe for the north Governor Hagerman learned about,
his case. He had a
December 10 The Holy City.
made an order removing Sheriff Lean-dr- ticket tq Allentown,
Pa.
December 14 King of Triumphs.
Baca, of Socorro county, from
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
office, for alleged malfeasance, and
December 31 My Wife's Family.
appointing in his stead Masais Baca, A GUARANTEED
ATTRACTION
a resident of Socorro. The order wis
Danger From the Plague.
filed in the office of Secretary of tin
Territory Raynolds late in the aftergrave danger from the
There's
A large number of our better class
noon.
plague of coughs and colds that are
Following Is :he official order of of theater patrons in their coopera- so prevalent unless you take
Dr.
tion with Manager Watson have suc- King's New Discovery
removal:
for ConsumpIn
ceeded
securing
a
real ShakespearExecutive Office.
Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.
ean treat for a single performance on tion,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 6, 1906.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
Whereas, I find that the continuance the evening of Wednesday, October "It's a Godsend to people living
in
Mr. Joseph De Grasse. one of
in office of Ieandro Baca, sheriff of 10.
climates where coughs and colds prethe
the county of Socorro, territory
prominent
most
figures In the vail. I find it quickly ends tbero. It
of
New Mexico, would make it impossi- world of theatrical stars, a man pos- prevents
pneumonia, cures la grippe.
ble for me to discharge my duties .la sessed of a striking and winning per- gives
wonderful relief in asthma and
governor of the territory of New sonality, a commanding physique, a
hay fever and makes
weak lungs
Mexico, now therefore, I. H. J. Hager- world of knowledge
regarding the
man, governor of the territory of New finer points of stagecraft, and a never strong enough to ward off consump-- j
Mexico, by virtue of the power and absent desire to please. Is to be seen tlon. coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
Trial
authority vested by law in me, io In his massive production of "The Guaranteed by all druggists.
hereby vacate the commission of the Merchant of Venice," essaying the bottle free.
said Leandro Baca and do hereby re- - character of "Shylock."
If you want results in advertising

REAL ESTAT- EPUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
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Dealers In Groceries, Provision, Hsvjv
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqaartv
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place jour order Coa
line and gaa stovea repaired.
tbls line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREW
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

General Repair Shop.

M.

HOT WATER. SYSTEM.
The atmosphere remain
pure, balmy

&

Office, 115 North
ALBUQUERQUE.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Indian Summer

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

Vin-ice-

o

W. E.

O. A. SLEYSTER

0. W. Strong's Sons
8TRONO BLOCK.

tempered.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Grocerlea, Cigar and Tobacco, mat
All Klnda of Fresh Meat
200 North Broadway, corner of Waa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. WL

RANKIN & CO.

Sm tcenomlcml.

j of

and dmruhltl
.
CjtimmUJ

aw eeiiM
PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL EST ATI
LOANS.
Automatic phone 45L
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BuUdla.

UNDER TA KERB
Superintendents
Fatrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeterlea.

sad

A. E. WALKER,
riR
IN SUIt A NCK.

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second

Secretary Mutual Building Aenfa
tlon. Office at 217 Weat RaUrui
avenue.

St, BoU Phase.

s

rim.

W. K. Brown,

district

freight and

M

Fe,

U

lassenger manager for the Santa

with headquarters at EI I'aso, is
istered at the Alvarado.
.

reg-

Joe Ward, formerly a Santa Fe conductor at Raton, but later a student
at the Topeka, Kansas, medical college, is visiting his friends In that city.

...
ie
...

wreck on
Santa Fe in..Missouri delayed '.rain No. 1 from the
east last night nearly live hours.
J. .1. Coleman of the Santa Fe general freight oflics in Chicago, arrived
here last ni;;ht.
A

STOCK

THIEF ARRESTED
IT TO LAS VEGAS

HAD STOLEN TWO HORSES AND
ELEVEN HEAD OF CATTLE
WH FN RUN DOWN.

the nuiiie of Santiago l
who also sots
the name of
Santiago IVna. a stoek thief, was
brought to town la'e yesterday afternoon by William Boylan an. lodged
in the ootiniy Jail, which will be his
A man by

I

'I'liet Mid undisturbed abiding place
till l he November court, when he will
doubtless have justice meted out to
him. Kays the Las Vegas Optic. The
fellow's rapture was rffeetej by itoy-la- n
at San Kafael, I'liion county, X.
M , some days ago.
It seems that l'adilla alias I'ena.
bad been employed by Boylan on his
ranch. In the course of time he bor- -
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its Location
Lll.Ci

COME

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALDUQUER-sr- s,
If, U., AT THE JUNCTION
THE MAIN
i;nC OP THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
CLDT
AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON, AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
MO FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 8" AND

of

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 2d FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
A Nil
OLD SHADE
GRAND
TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILb, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WUCL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
.'If CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
B A. GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
' HEAR FU'iCRE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

OOOBO0OOoaoeo

ioooeooovtococ

o

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

H

KccecKooe
H00)0e)CK
A

Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

n
0U
n
H

a

u
A
n
0
u

u
n
n
K
H

n

The Belen Town and

OUR

Im-

PRICES

OF

LOTS

ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN O.N
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

P.es.

WM, M. BERBER,

:0'y.

M

H

0
0

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

0
0
0
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To men of

OCTOBER

9,

190.

good-clothes-sen- se

Jon. O. A. Uirrazolo, the .demo
cratic candidate for delegate to con- -- TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
grew, W
shires the people or At.'mqueroue and Iternamio county n
T IS WELL worth while, for you ana for us. to set forth a plain
the Elks' opera house on Tuesday
We are prepared to sup
statement of the facts about ready-madclothes. This la It. After
in
came
Helen
Herger
of
V.
M.
evening,
Col.
Octolier
you read it, you can do, and probably will do, just as you please
ply
the
on tho limited yesterday.
music
trade of
about It. But you'd better have the facts; It's foolish, and sometimes
The count v republican central com- Alejandro Sandov.il or Corralog was
to do Just as you please, without having the facts.
contens
city
niRht
this
last
and
convenat
the
nilttee,
named
territorYou ll find In every large city, a few custom tailors who make clothes really
a spectator a' 'he republican
In
headquarters
tion,
established
have
worth paying for. They charge $75 to $loo for a suit; they give you the best
tion last nih'.
ies of New Mexico .and
the U. S. Uod' law offices in the?
of tJiloring, fit style. These are the things you pHy the extra money for.
A regular meeting of Wmnlnii'it Ciravenuon
Hailroad
building
I'ledsoe
If you can afford to spend that much go to such a tailor and spend It. Any
cle wag held IhU at'erniMin at 2:30
May we not
Arizona.
man who iloesn't need to worry about parting with $75 or $100 needn't worry
hall.
at Odd
tho
themselves
will
rail
The hollers
,
atiout what he gets for It.
superln-tenden- t
Aniado Chaves, assistant
be favored with your
"People's Ticket,'" and the democrats
But if you're going to spend less than that, spend a good deal less and wear
of public Instruction, was In will "have only one repres ntative on
ready-mad- e
clothes. We know what some of you will say "I tried ready-madpatronage?
town from Santa Fe yestt rday.
the ticket, that of John S. Heaven for
ence once; not for me." "They may do for some but I can't be fitted."
collector.
ami
H O. Ilnrsum, chairman or me re- treasurer
1 hero's no style to "em."
In other words, you dont know the fscts; and
Respectfully Yours,
nubllcan territorial committee, came Messrs. Sulzer. Uuppo and Grunsfeld
you're losing money by your Ignorance.
whom the democrats were trying :o
In from Santa Fe last night,
The fact Is, If you haven't tried Hart SchafTner & Marx clothes, you don't:
know of the real progress in making men's clothes. As for style, we create
Trlnlo Link Rebekah Lodge No. 10- get off the tlrket bo as to fill their
to
to&
places
declined
meeting
democrats,
spirillar
with
i.i iholr
in
styles, not copy them; our lowest priced suit has the same style as our
withdrawing
toward
move
hall,
on
t
Fellows'
make
anv
Odd
best. As for fit, there's not one man in a hundred who cannot be periht oi
McMarron,
Hurkhart.
Messrs.
and
fectly fitted, from our stock of clothes, without delay tall, short, thick,
south Second street.
Gold
Avenue
West
206
of
McKee,
leaders
and
Tlerney
Cannn,
thin; men of all types we have clothes to fit them. The hundredth man
a met ting of the Woman's Relief
nau io accepi
may have to wait a couple of hours.
Corps was held ft Z.30 o'clock this "e ocnl democracy,
he
on h tlrkp,
anernoon m
As for quality, the common ground of objection to ready-madwill
clothes, II.
threo
have
however,
democrats,
meeting was called by the president.
S. & M. clothes are the recognized champions of the highest quality standmembers on the central committer
Isabel Warren
namely: O. N. Marron, Summers Burk'-har- t
ard. Ia the midst of a flood of adulterated fabrics, of "mercerized cotton"
There will be an important business
tr.
and B. V. Chaves. Iater
guild
at
meetlnar of the SU John's
and. cheaper mixtures, which has carried away nearly all the clothing
Ogle "has been removed as the candl- &
W.
makers of the country Into the making of Inferior quality, so as to make
Guild hall Wednesday, OctolT ID. at date on (hp ,,,lople.g tlcket for conty
3 p. m.
Wholaoala mnd Rotall
All memuers
surveyor and the name of Pitt Ross
Inferior prices, we have stood unshaken In a determination to use only
present.
requested to be
substituted. Mr. Ross Is a democrat.
or wool and silk fabrlcB.
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Spargo are
That's where we atand now; no thread of cotton In any of our fabrics; all
Tho monlea ticket, with F. H. Mlttertalnlng Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Harrl- seams sewed with silk thread, not "mercerized cotton" that looks like
son and Miss Cienevlve Campbell of- chell as the chairman of the executive Best American Block
8.50 silk; all "silk" linings
Columbus. Ohio, who arrived in aidu- or central committee, has established Hard Nut Coal
made of silk. The clamor for low prices, and the
9.50
querque yesterday.
headquarters on the second floor of Larger Sizes
6.00 very high price of wool, which have debased quality for eo many of our
has Domestic Gas Coke
v.. Newcomer left last night for the N. T. Arntito building, and
$2.25 competitors, have simply strengthened our position. We are selling clothes
Mill Wood, per load
Santa Fe after receiving the repub-- adopted as the emblem, instead of the Green
Z.79
per
load
Dry
Mill
Wood,
that. In style, fit, quality are good enough for any man; and not too
nag
Kianap,
attempted
county
to
treasurer
which they
llcan nomination for
3.00
per load..
for any man. You'll And It out some day, if you don't already know St.
and collector. He will at once resign two men standing wuu ciaspea nanus Factory Blocks,
hia nosltion at the oenltentlary.
Kindling
Wood
and
Also
Stove
Native
I
nas
or.. mis cuy,.
ry
im.- ...
1 lie is
" j - Vovt , w. -I'. Metcair.
in All Size.
vmtca cm,0n
Vivian .ova.
fAnift vallPv will be over- - M'n nominated Djr tne bocibusi parcy
th
voP
n
fl,.-- .l
Auto. 416
Itk wulur- It will lia fin. . Kf Pn I l ufiisaic
Black, 280
I
on i n Phone
n
irnat m
rf'k (ha a t mr
i
mvu
toL-van in
nil nrj. I nnlf
and our farmers ii
Mexico,
In
party
and
New
the socialist
niiums at the next Albuquerque fair.
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
pull the entire vote of the
he ...
should
.
Georae R. Patrige of Oswego. N. Y., I
BREAD and take no other.
J
thp
l
IK
will
nJ
....
.nonJ
i
j.
" 'I "
IS HI AIUU4UCI4UT
winter here, wflth his lister, Miss
The called meeting of candidates
present
Mary A. Patrige, who is at
at the
convention
last
nominated
employed aL democratic neauquaritrs. night at the office of Frank A. Hub'
We
The regular monthly meeting of the bell this morning at 10 o'clock, ad- Retail Merchants association will be jurn0( until 3 o'clock this afternoon
vv nu- - ,
held In the offlces. rooms zi-zniP! , at thp n(Hce of W. R Childers
ing block, at 7:30 p. m. this evening, Work of the campaign was outlined at
October 9. w. U. jiayion, secretary.
,tle mteting.
nnree A Kaseman. renublican Thore Is nothing for real comfort
nominee for the house of representalives, returned to the city last night, like a pair of our felt slippers and
He has been in eastern New Mexico .I.iliottes for men, women and chil
on business for the .United States dren. We have them in black, red,
green or brown, with felt or leather
marshal's office.
plain or fur trimming. Prices
tw. xtr crvior rorentlv nlectert rc. soles,
cording clerk of the synod of New range from tiOc to $1.50. C. May's
Mexico and who has been nere in at Shoe Store. 314 West Railroad av
tendance upon the synodical meetings, I enuc.
left this morning for his nome in TOO LATE FOR
CLASSIFICATION
Santa Fe. Mr. Sevier was formerly
in charge of the First Presbyterian
FOUNIJ Two bicycles pt the corner
church here.
of Pacific avenue and Uarelaa road
Mrs. Joseph Barnett's favorite driv.
Owner can recover same from Juan
Margaret,
while stand
ine horse. Lady
i. Salsldo, 413 Rarelas road.
Ing in front of her residence on south
Good plasterer, 3,nmi to
WANTED
auer
Second street, late yesterday
115-11- 7
40(io yards. Extra pay by the tlay
noon, became frightened. She broke
good
Also
contract.
can
or
furnish
ran
post
and
COLORADO PHONE 74
away from the hitching
AUTOMATIC PHONE 846
good Btone mason.
Colburn's Em
down Second street at a tremendous
109
ployment
office,
Silver
West
buggy.
She
pace, badly smashing the
avenue.
was caught; however, before further
LOST Female bull terrier pup, full
Injury was done,
grown. White except spot on tall
The onenine this afternoon of
Return to 110 West Gold and get
Holmboe Bros." 5. 10 and
reward.
large
by
a
niim
was
attended
Rtore
ber of sightseers. The store with Its
HAIR WORK.
crowded contents of new goods was
many
ana
bright and clean
attractive
Mrs Rutherford, at home to anyone
ttargains Were seeu. A uuwu
winlliii. hnlr vnrU .W.nr. overv
many
queuuii i nostlay, at 517 South Uroadway.
tve gins answered me
or tne prospective uuyers, wuuu ui
Mauro's orchestra discoursed a wide
THE MAZE
assortment of lively music for the en
flat skimmers. . .07c
tertainment of all. Tomorrow will be Heavy
Heavy- dipper-shape- d
skimmers. .0SC
sales day at the new store
l- Jtri
I
i-'I
09c
Decorated with labelB, old shoes and Enamel ware' cake turners
the uBual accompaniments of bridal Large size nickel plated chopping
12c
liAotraoa tHrt irllnk. nml liplnnplnpa of
knives
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
tinned iron cooking spoons. 15c
David S. Rosen wald and Miss Schut2
left town last night. Mr. Rosenwald Heavy sheet iron stovepipe, look
Horns Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
lor the patent lock device
and Miss SchuU are to be married
15c and 17Mi
this evening and for the purpose of
04c
guarding against the Invasion and cap- - Wire soao racks
Round Oak, National and
ture of their baggage sent id one aay Good quality sewing machine oil
05c
cans
ahead. Their friends, however, 013-5
Heating Stoves.
90c
covered the ruse and compelled the Iperuna
couple to submit to the penalties pre- - 5()c bottle of Syrup of Figs
45c
3r)C bottle of Castoria
3d
scrinea in sucn cases.
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
$3.00
Robert W. Forsythe died In this city laundry stoves
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
yesterday after a residence here oi
heaters for burning
$1.35
wood
only three weeks. Deceased was a
ooc to soc
victim of tuberculosis ana came mru siove zincs
in the hope of prolonging his life. Mr. High patent flour
$125
Forsythe was foimely a niercnant ni star tobacco
5oc
Cartervllle. Mo., .where he leaves two Carpo soap, cleans carpets on the
daughters. He was a member or the
.15c
floor
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
I. O. O. F., and will be buried in the
THE MAZE
Odd Fellows plot in Fairvlew ceme-- :
Agents:
Winchester Arm and Ammunition,
PLUMBERS AND
OOC - WAM - JACK
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
tery. The funeral will take place to
Hercules Powder and Hits Explosives.
TINNERS
morrow from the chapel of O.
LADIES OF ALBUQUERQUE.
Strong's Sons at 10 o clock in tne
morning. Dr. Rollins, pastor of the
mouth rirtt mtrmmt
New Mexico
IIS.401,
It 8,403,117.North
I am introducing in your lively ciiy
rirut Btroot
Lead Avenue Methodist church will the famous Hollem Shoulder Brace
officiate.
and combination clothes.. supporter.
.
1 1 ,1
t,riia
The exceedingly Intricate work of T I, 1
separating the records
"dnV. a lithe and graceful figure,, but forces
,
,
.
toil nndor thA fcinele county or Berna-l- .
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD Highland Rooming House
and
llllo, Is progressing
inR.
It glvea men the tralning of a THE HIGHLAND LI VERY
soon reacu
AND EXCHANGED
military school. It prevents
the
BAM BROOK BROS.. Prop.
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
Clent. Supervision OI iei..Uw..a.
In .xrnwln
f .h..
.l..th..rln
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
Association Offloo
hoys and girls (especially school chil
THE RAILROAD
ACROSS
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Transactions
if" ?.A.U""".' r'"..,
JUST
tor which parents alone are to The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Cuarantoal
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
Ulame.
'ne"
now"
1.00.
?
Lady agents
Price
at special rates on week days.
n n ....
'Mrs. E. L. TriKS. city. Oen-era- ! Auto Phono 604.
No. 112 John St. RDStNrltl L Oi I I 0 M. H. Hi AlBi New Building. New Furniture, Steam
Sandoval county have been drawn off wanted.
delivery.
Heat and Everything Connected
In new and modern books in typewritFEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADing. The property interests of the
With the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
COLD
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG; FEE'S GOOD
PUBLIC AUCTION.
new county therefore will soon be in
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
DRUG STORE.
WALTON'S
$4,000
AT
SALE.
STORE.
possession or a correct sei or recuiun
ALL COE8 IN A LUMP.

3

PERSONAL

e

dan-gero-

I"

f STYLE, FIT,

I j

I

1 1

-

QUALITY.

V

-

u

I

Our shoes are noted for their pronounced style. You can spot them
nt once among a crowd by their graceful lines, perfect pattern and
They feel easy from the time you put them on till
faultless finish.
they are worn out. No breakiag in required. At the same time they
keep their Bhape. Only the best materials and most perfect work-

n.--

manship that go Into our shoes can accomplish these results.
Examine our new stock for fall and Winter.
$3.00

$3.50

Kid

2.50

3.00

3.50

5.00

Box Calf

2.00

2 50

2.75

3.50

Vici

e

CO.

,'

Coal and Coke
$6-5-

2.50

2.25

1.50

u

H. HAHN

S5.00

S4.00

Lindemann

Learnard

r

1

high-price-

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure tne best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

...

.

vVhen

SIMON STERN,

1

r

THE

".

1

1

1

d

RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

Carry a Large Line of

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

j.

F. F. TROTTER
'

and

AOS. 118

Vtil m,'lJi"r

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

South Second street.

120

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Greatest Fair Has

Passed Into History

many
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found
to mate
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In orderSTERLING
WATCHES,
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
of Albuquerque.

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

Bmnd In Your Watehmt

.

THE ARCH FRONT.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Jewelers

tor Rmpmlr
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

15-ce- nt

CO,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

j

mi

-

-

HARDWARE

HARNESS
.

Air-tig-

TINNINtf

ht

WHITNEY COMPANY,

0-

0

GO.

HARDWARE

Albuquerque,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

1

1

-

THE

R.R.

1

EVERITT

Diamond

rin'n;.

Palace 17"

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

rj,tntU,e

E

We invite

aHBMHBMMHMsmsvnasiBscnnssaMaBsssWBaBVw

I will postlvelv sell at public auction
Octolier 17th at 2 o'clock p. m., sharp,

4

Ready for the First Frost!

iMaasMttaBHgThe

Early Buyer Catches the best

Tailors, 4
h
Our Fall Suit and Overcoat made especially for us by the
and fashioned to the minute.
are ready to be examined. They are
need not buy
They will fit you and wear you without wrinkle or break. Come ou
Stein-Bloc-

"fr

master-tailore-

d

in-y-

4

We have it in case lots from the best makes in America.

4

Men's Fleeced Heavy Underwear
per suit
Men's Grey or Brown Ribbed Underwear, per suit . . . $1.50
Men's Grey Wool Extra Heavy

$1.00

Underwear, per suit

.

.

02.50

Men's

All-Wo-

7

W9t

Gold

Grey

ol

Double-Breaste-

$$.50

Men's
Underwear, best made, suit
Non-Shrinkab-

All-Wo-

le

SI. 25

TO

d

per

Underwear,
suit

UNION SUITS IN ALL WEIGHTS
t 19

it

Peninsular

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

ALBUQUERQUE

r"

E. L WASHBURN CO.

H

econd

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President

SOLOMON

T. C. NEAO. Treasurer sad

LUNA.

Manner

Mcintosh Hardware Company
JOBBERS OF

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place In the city, where you can al
ways buy
d
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pie plates. Wo

$6.50
22

I

o

ol

S5.00

without reserve, to the highest and
best bidder, the following real estate
and personal property belonging to A.
Bratina, located at 923 South Second
street, Albuquerque, N. M.: Lots 11
and 12 In block 2. of the Baca addition, with all Improvements thereon,
Including Btore, barn, sheds and four
rooms, also a large stock of general
merchandise, fixtures and furnishings
of store. The reason for this sale Is
that Mr. Dratina Is 111 and going away
for a rest. A chance of a lifetime to
buy two lots, buildings and a good
established business at your own
price. Satisfactory terms can be made
with any rcsponslbe purchaser.
Per
Abstract and
fect title guaranteed.
warranty deed given. Inspect prop
erty any time between now and 17th
of October.
II. S. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.

home-cooke-

man's Kxchange,
avenue.

401

West Railroad

4

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'8 DRUG STORE.

4

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
N. W.
COREI TREES FOR SALE.
ALTFB
124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

4

Albuquerque,
I

fit

:

:

New Mexico
I

